Members of the 9/11 community have prepared the following statement:

Six months ago the 9/11 community had great hopes that President Joe Biden would be the long lost champion of those directly affected by this murderous attack on our nation, finally placing the values of truth, justice, and accountability before the interests of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Biden the campaigner, in an October 2020 letter, promised the 9/11 community that, if elected president, "I intend to be a President for all Americans, and will hear all of their voices. The 9/11 Families are right to seek full truth and accountability...I will direct my Attorney General to personally examine the merits of all cases where the invocation of privilege is recommended, and to err on the side of disclosure in cases where, as here, the events in question occurred two decades or longer ago."

We understand President Biden's desire to mark the solemn occasion of the 20th anniversary at Ground Zero. However, we cannot in good faith, and with veneration to those lost, sick, and injured, welcome the president to our hallowed grounds until he fulfills his commitment.

Since the conclusion of the 9/11 Commission in 2004 much investigative evidence has been uncovered implicating Saudi government officials in supporting the attacks. Through multiple administrations, the Department of Justice and the FBI have actively sought to keep this information secret and prevent the American people from learning the full truth about the 9/11 attacks. Despite numerous requests by Democratic and Republican members of Congress and hundreds of 9/11 family members imploring previous and now the current administration to bring transparency to the matter, these efforts have been rebuffed and the issue has remained inexplicably ignored.

As we approach the 20th anniversary of 9/11, and having been used as a political bargaining chip for two decades, our patience has expired. We had great hope that President Biden, who campaigned on bringing truth and trust back to the Oval Office, would value the lives and sacrifices of America's citizens over diplomatic relations with a country accused of mass murder.

To be clear, the Biden administration still has a historic opportunity to fulfill his campaign promise and, more important, finally give our families and the American people the truth they deserve about 9/11. Twenty years later, there is simply no reason – unmerited claims of “national security” or otherwise – to keep this information secret.

But if President Biden reneges on his commitment and sides with the Saudi government, we would be compelled to publicly stand in objection to any participation by his administration in any memorial ceremony of 9/11, given its continuation of polices that thwart Americans’ rights to hold accountable those who, known evidence reveals, materially supported the 9/11 hijackers.

Accordingly, we implore President Biden to:

1) Authorize the release of all documents and information to the 9/11 community that our government has accrued in its investigation of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (and which former FBI agents have sworn establishes the Kingdom's role in 9/11) to allow us to rightfully obtain justice against the Kingdom.

2) Implement a policy toward the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia that makes clear it must acknowledge its role in terrorist attacks against our citizens and residents, which in the last 20 years include not just 9/11 but the horrific murder of Jamal Khashoggi, and the murder of U.S. service members in Pensacola, Florida; and, accordingly, immediately cease the Kingdom’s support for acts of terrorism.
It is our deep hope that President Biden promptly upholds in meaningful ways his campaign promise to us and then stands by our side at the 9/11 Memorial in New York City on 9/11/21, where we can together honor those who died and were injured – armed with the truth that it has taken 20 years too long to receive.

Signed,

Brett Eagleson, son of Bruce Eagleson killed in WTC
John Ashton, Father of Thomas J. Ashton, 21 years old, WTC North Tower
Kathleen Ashton, Mother of Thomas J. Ashton, 21 years old, WTC North Tower
Tim Frolich - injured survivor 80th Floor South Tower
Marty McGinley, brother of Daniel F. McGinley, murdered on 9/11 by KSA funded terrorists.
Dennis McGinley, brother of Daniel F. McGinley, 89th Floor South Tower
Charles G. Wolf, Widower of Katherine Susan Wolf, One World Trade Center, 97th Floor
Kathy Wisniewski - widow of Alan L. Wisniewski- killed on 9/11/01 in the South World Trade Center
Lisa Friedman Clark, widow of Andrew Friedman, Carr Futures, North Tower
Patricia Kellett, Widow of Joseph Kellett - North Tower
Julie Anne Kellett - Daughter of Joseph Kellett - North Tower
Cameron Marie Kellett - Daughter of Joseph Kellett - North Tower
Tina Berardi, Sister of Dominick J. Berardi, North Tower
Mike Friedman, son of Andrew Friedman, north tower
Nancy Carroll Amigron, Sibling, FF Michael T. Carroll FDNY - Ladder 3
Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Ryan parents of Jonathan S. Ryan murdered at the World Trade Center.
Maggie Ciafardini, mother of Christopher Ciafardini. Tower 1, 93rd floor. Fred Alger.
Dave Kaufman, 9/11 cancer victim & First Responder
Susan Kelly, Widow of Joseph A. Kelly, Cantor Fitzgerald
Joanna Kornea, daughter of Maria Jakubiak
Sgt. Erik Stiene, NYPD (Retired) WTC First Responder and 9-11 Certified Cancer Survivor
Zac Wodenshek, son of Christopher Wodenshek.
Stephen Gitto, Son of Salvatore Gitto
E. Romanoff, widow of Daniel Ilkanayev, Cantor Fitzgerald, WTC North Tower
Helen Friedlander Del Sindaco, Widow of Alan Friedlander, WTC 2
Eileen Hannaford, widow of Kevin J Hannaford, WTC North Tower
Patrick Hannaford, son of Kevin J Hannaford, WTC North Tower
Kevin Hannaford, Jr., son of Kevin J Hannaford, WTC North Tower
Patrick McGinley, father-in-law of Kevin J Hannaford, WTC North Tower
Mary McGinley, mother-in-law of Kevin J Hannaford, WTC North Tower
Claudia Ruggiere Donovan, Widow of Bart J Ruggiere 32
Richard Lang, brother of Roseanne Lang, uncle of Brendan Lang
Laura Fallon, widow of William L Fallon Jr., Cantor Fitzgerald, Tower One, floor 103
Kathleen Fallon, daughter of William L Fallon Jr, Cantor Fitzgerald Tower One, floor 103
Kayla Fallon Arestivo, daughter of William L Fallon, Jr. Cantor Fitzgerald Tower One, floor 103
Joseph Azzaretto Sr. Ret NYARNG victim of the effects of while working at the ground zero
Hugh Bradshaw, First Responder
Seymour Spector
Thomas Duggan, volunteer with three forms of cancer from 911 cleanup
Alexander Uman, Son of Jonathan Uman
Bernadette Finch
Dorothy Garcia Bachler
Nancy Badagliacca. Widow of John J. Badagliacca. Cantor Fitzgerald
Joseph Finocchio
Thomas R Johnson, friend of and legal counsel for the families of Brian Dale and Edmund Glazer.
Christopher, Thomas, Caroline, Catherine & Timothy Kelly, Children of Joseph A. Kelly, North Tower
Rev. Paul Schooling, diagnosed with stage 4 throat and neck cancer
Misha Gnazzo Yoshida, sister of John T Gnazzo, north tower
Joe Caggiano, brother to Ginger Risco Wilson
Edward Szubski
John Broghammer, Son of Herman Broghammer, Tower 2
Mark Caruso NYPD morgue detective
Joseph Frosch, first responder diagnosed with cancer.
Timothy J Eagleson, Son of John Bruce Eagleson
Jeff LeVeen Jr, son of Jeff LeVeen Sr, Tower 1
Shawn P. Kelly brother of deceased Timothy Colin Kelly
John Farrell
Robert Gianotti first responder, diagnosed with 2 cancers and PTSD
Armand Reo. Father of John Armand Reo. Father-in-law to John Francis Swaine
Ann DiStefano sister of Douglas Frank DiStefano who died working at Cantor Fitzgerald. He was 24
Joann Meehan, widow of Damian Meehan, North Tower
Patty Coughlin, widow of Sgt. John Coughlin NYPD. Killed on 9/11/01 by Muslim terrorists
Jozef Ralboski
Valen Lipari Diagnosed with Cancer and my cousin who died of 9/11 cancer and President Biden voter
Pat Cahill, Brother of Scott Cahill, North Tower
Peter Cosgrave first responder FDNY
Dina Miller, Daughter of Robert Alan Miller, Tower 2
Judith Reo mother of John Armand Reo killed in North Tower on 9/11/2001
Glenna Rosenberg
Joseph Jones, 19, son of Arthur Joseph Jones III, Tower 1
NYPD first responder diagnosed with multiple illnesses.
Svetlana Getselis, Survivor Tower 1, diagnosed with cancer
First Responder (Cancer Survivor) Police Officer Colleen Brady
Janice Hart, Sister of Jeffrey Schreier, Tower 1
Anthony Graves First Responder a lot of ailments.
Peter Godoff
Chandra Smith Campbell, my loss is great. President Biden, you know loss… Please help Us.
Walter Mark Butler
Jerome Smith, son of CeeCee Ross Lyles. Flight attendant on Flight 93.
Kaylee Rosenberg, daughter of deceased; Lloyd Rosenberg
RET detective with balls
Kathleen Coppo, Daughter of Joseph J. Coppo, Jr.
Steven Feingersh
Nora Scullin, daughter of Arthur Warren Scullin Tower 1
Joseph Webber
Samantha Rosenberg, daughter of deceased; Lloyd Rosenberg
Brian Leistman, Son of David Leistman, North Tower
Carlos Villa - brother of victim Sharon Christina Paz Millan
Jeffrey Allen 1st Responder NYC Sheriff @ ground zero on 9/11/2001
Walter Mark Butler, First Responder
Alyssa Rosenberg, daughter of deceased; Lloyd Rosenberg
David Hart, Brother-in-law of Jeffrey Schreier, Tower 1
Eleanor Carroll, Mother, FF Michael T. Carroll, FDNY, Ladder 3!
E. Donald Gessner
Gabriella Curcio -sister in law of victim Sharon Millan
Kelly Coyle, Diagnosed with Cancer and PTSD
John W. Hagemann FDNY (retired) Ladder Co. 147 diagnosed with Sarcoidosis
Phyllis Schreier, Widow of Jeffrey Schreier, Tower 1
Paul Barbara, son of Assistant Chief of Department Gerard A. Barbara, FDNY,
Adalgisa Alvarez de Jones
Jason Seymour son of Jacqueline Norton who died on AAA number 11
Seth Weinstein, who lost his sister in Tower 1
Lynn Wright, Sister of FDNY FF Brian E. Sweeney, Tower 2
Charles Villa- nephew of victim Sharon Millan
Raymond M Downey Jr son of FDNY Deputy Chief Raymond M Downey Senior.
Janine Seymour daughter-in-law of Jacquelyn Norton who died on flight AA number 11
Adam Hart, Nephew of Jeffrey Schreier, Tower 1
James Grant
Arthur DAlessandro, first responder, diagnosed with cancer
Edward C Burke FDNY
Jillian (Birnbaum) Eisman, sister of Joshua Birnbaum, Tower One
Carlton F Valvo father of Carlton F Valvo II Tower 1
Julianna Seymour whose grandmother Jacqueline Norton died on American Airlines flight number 11
Alexander P Aranyos, Father of Patrick M Aranyos, Euro Brokers
Brian Gallagher. First responder with permanent lung problems.
Steven Bryson, First Responder, diagnosed with incurable cancer
Richard Mercedes - Police Officer First responder - Chronic Asthma
James Carr First Responder, diagnosed with COPD.
Lacey Downey granddaughter of FDNY Deputy Chief Raymond M DowneySr
Jason Seymour son-in-law of Robert Norton who died on American Airlines flight number 11
Peter Mastroianni, First responder, diagnosed with TWO cancers.
Mark Johnson Witness and subsequent cancer survivor
Janine Seymour daughter-in-law of Robert Norton who died on American Airlines flight number 11
Wil Rodriguez NYPD Sergeant, First Responder, Retired
Susan Rossinow - widow of Norman Rossinow
Donna Jannazzo
Kim S Diamond
Danielle Bryson, Wife of Steven Bryson, a First Responder, living with cancer
Martina DeSimone, sister of 23-year old Christian DeSimone, Marsh McLennan
Julianna Seymour whose grandfather Robert Norton died on American Airlines flight number 11
Catherine Mitchell - wife of firefighter who worked at ground zero
Maryanne Mullany
FDNY Thomas Brown diagnosed with cancer
Douglas Maguire sister died American Airlines flight number 11 Jacquelyn Norton
Rosa Lopez, 9/11 Survivor, Diagnosed with Multiple Conditions
Anthony Vincelli brother of Chantal Vincelli
James Nardi..downtown office worker
Dorothy McGuire sister-in-law Jacqueline Seymour died American Airlines flight number 11
Adina Behar, Niece of Jeffrey Schreier, Tower 1
FDNY Thomas Brown diagnosed with cancer
Jimmy Seymour mother Jack on Norton died American Airlines flight number 11
Mary Ann Rand, Mother of FF Adam Rand, age 30, Tower 2
Richard Villa brother of Sharon Christina Millan South Tower
Karen Palmer, mother of Seth Palmer diagnosed with leukemia and died.
Jack Seymour, ex-husband of Jacqueline Norton who died American Airlines flight number 11
Jimmy Seymour father-in-law of Robert Norton died American Airlines flight number 11
Joseph McKay
Martha Gless widow of Robert M. Gless
Sophia Villa
James P. Rand, brother, FF Adam D. Rand, Squad 288, Tower 2
Diotima Dawson Mom of Michael Dawson lived 5 blocks from WTC was exposed to toxic chemicals
Virginia McCoy daughter Jacqueline Norton died American Airlines flight number 11
Luke Villa
Joseph McKay FDNY
Dorothy Jastremski
Dwight Maguire daughter Jacqueline Norton died American Airlines flight number 11
Lisa M. Rand, Sister, FF Adam D. Rand, Squad 288, Tower 2
I Robert McVey a 2WTC Survivor object to President Biden’s visit to ground zero. He hides the truth.
Kris A. Blood, widow of Richard Blood, South Tower
Sherwood Demitz, brother of Carol Demitz, who died in the South Tower
John Coffman friend Jacqueline Norton died American Airlines flight number 11
Christine M. Araman
Lauren McCarthy, sister of Justin McCarthy, North Tower.
Michael Blood, son of Richard Blood, South Tower
Margaret Kaufman friend Jacqueline Norton died American Airlines flight number 11
Michael Pascuma, son to murdered Father, Michael J. Pascuma Jr. (Breakfast at Windows on the World)
Kenneth Stromstedt, First Responder, diagnosed with lung complications
Joanne Chin Hairston
Jeremy Krist, Brother of ET3 Christopher Lee Burford, USN Pentagon
James S. Rand, Nephew, FF Adam Rand, Squad 288
Miriam Lafuente
Madeline Blood, daughter of Richard Blood, AON, South Tower
Albert T Napoli
Chris Ganci son of FDNY chief of department Pete Ganci
Angelic Suarez, Sister of FF Anthony Rodriguez Tower 2 past on 9/11
Mark Aglietti, retired FDNY
Anna Dal Pozzol, mother in law of Richard Blood, South Tower
Katherine Hoffman. Niece, Adam Rand, FDNY
Christopher Mascali, son of FF Joseph Mascali, Rescue 5 FDNY 9/11
Robert Mecalianos, first responder, diagnosed with cancer.
Robert Johnston
Tracey Osborne Sister of Christopher R Clarke
Robert J. Pazzol, father in law of Richard Blood, Jr., AON South Tower
Donna M Napoli, wife of construction electrician, diagnosed with asbestosis
Francis C. Mcquade, First responder, diagnosed with Stage 4 Lymphoma.
Joanne Foley
Sheri Ladley
Valerie Michaels sister of Margit Arias, widow of Adam P. Arias tower 2
Sheila Ornstein sister of Andrew I Rosenblum, lost in the South Tower on 9/11. He deserves justice.
Francis C. Mcquade, First Responder NYPD
Seth Weinstein, who lost his sister in Tower 1
Anne Baxter, bilateral breast cancer survivor
Julia Burke, Widow of Tom Burke, father of four, Tower One
Kathleen McCauley, Ret. NYPD
Donna Neary, daughter of Muriel Siskopouls, 89th floor South Tower, WTC
John Joseph Chance
Retired Detective John Busching 9/11 related Cancer found 2019
Joanne Foley, sister of firefighter Thomas J. Foley and firefighter Daniel R. Foley
Lisa Anzelone
Sheila Ornstein on behalf of my deceased parents, Jason & Barbara Rosenbum who never ceased grieving
Retired Police Officer Jerome Kazlauskas NYPD ESU, with illness from Gound Zero.
George MacFarlane
Vincent Anzelone
Francis C. MCQUADE, First responder, NYPD
Amanda anzelone
Richard Mcdonagh
Martin Grillo EMT-P, CIC, PAPD (Ret)
Tyler anzelone
Jake anzelone
Matthew Keller, first responder and cancer survivor
Melanie Pavelis, daughter of Robert Alan Miller, tower 2
Dorothy McAndrew
Carl Feilmoser
Robert Cucinelli
Linda Roche, cancer survivor, 7 WTC worker and Financial District resident
Edward Arancio
Doug Copp, Rescue Chief, Searched the entire sub-pile, Still alive with 9,000 pages of medical docs.
Kathleen Arancio
Paul Barbara, son of Assistant Chief of Department Gerard A. Barbara, FDNY,
Colleen Arancio
Robert Lagville-Graham, Diagnosed and Certified 9/11 Cancer
Ashley Calabro, Proud Sister of ET3 Christopher Lee Burford, Pentagon
Haley Wodenshek, daughter of Christopher Wodenshek
Abdelalim Azab
Kara Walker, sister of FF Steven Coakley FDNY E-217 killed in the South Tower
Christopher Gabriel, son of Richard Peter Gabriel, Flight 77
Glenn Iafrate first responder.
Joseph ferriolo
Diane Starita widow of Anthony Starita WTC 1
Stephen Calabro, Proud Brother-in-Law of ET3 Christopher Lee Burford, Pentagon
Julie Uman Whamond
Kaila Starita daughter of Anthony Starita WTC1
Nancy Walsh, Life Partner of Carole Flyzik, killed when plane hit the first tower.
Jason Starita son of Anthony Starita WTC1
Ronald Brumbaugh, First responder, diagnosed with cancer
Mrs. Madeline Bergin, wife of Firefighter John P. Bergin
Kerry Horgan FDNY Ladder 10 Survivor
Brendan Fitzpatrick (First Responder sick from exposure)
Marjorie Kniola diagnosed with cancer
Patricia Han, widow of Frederic Han N tower
Christine M Rothschild
Nikki Badagliacca, daughter of John Badagliacca
Daniel Hjr
Steven Friedlander, son of Alan Friedlander, Tower 2
Angelic Suarez, Sister of FF Anthony Rodriguez Tower 2 past on 9/11
Robert Neider. FDNY
Laura Morrison
Eileen Carroll sister of deceased FF Michael T Carroll
Anthony J. Raganella, Disabled 9/11 First Responder
Vickie Rose Arestegui, sister of Barbara Jean Arestegui, AA#11 Flight Attendant
Richard Klein, widower of Julie Lynne Zipper - Tower 2
Mary Kate McErlean, daughter of John T. McErlean, Jr., Tower 1
Jeremy B., Lower Manhattan resident during 9/11
Christine Calia Costa, Sister of Dominick E. Calia, WTC, Cantor Fitzgerald
Eileen Carroll, sister of FF Michael T. Carroll - Deceased.
Darlene B Canino
Raj Thackurdeen
Lillian Robles
Allan Rosenzweig brother of Philip Rosenzweig
Gregory Gitto, Son of Salvatore Gitto, Tower 1
Patrick J Mellett S Tower. I later developed Breast Cancer
Janice Mitchell, WTC survivor; breast cancer survivor
Merrilly Noeth, mother of murdered DM2(SW) Michael Allen Noeth USN, in the Pentagon
Michael diamond widower of Patrice capo
Carl Watson
Irene Mair
Michael Reilly first responder diagnosed with copd. after 20 years please give us the truth!!!!
Frank Ciaravino, first responder, diagnosed with cancer
John Leinung, step-father of Paul J Battaglia, WTC Tower 1
Jaime Hazan, Vol. NY EMT#137152, Ret., Lung Disease, PTSD
Stephen Dux. 1st Responder NYPD stage 4 Rare Aggressive Sinus Cancer Permanently disabled
Scott Williams, son of Louis C. Williams III. South Tower 78th Floor of Impact.
Emily Beaven, wife of Christopher Beaven, son of Alan Beaven, Flight 93
Antonio Ortiz
Merrily Noeth, mother of deceased USN petty officer Michael Noeth.
Kayla Fallon Arestivo, Daughter of William Lawrence Fallon Jr Tower 1
Raffaele Ruggiero, NYMEX, diagnosed with Sarcoidosis
Herb Fonseca
Marvina Baksh Sister of Michael Baksh Tower1
Kathleen Owens, widow of Peter J Owens Jr
Patricia Antonelle sister of Edward Ryan murdered in tower 1
Anthony Santamarina EMT
Thomas Walsh
Patricia Goss - First Responder, diagnosed with several certified illness
Salvatore Pennisi 911 cancer survivor / victim
Juanita Rhodes
Emma, Grace, Julia Williams. Nathan Long. Elaine Bonnaffons Williams. Louis C. Williams III
Starr Ivy Starr
Carl Fargione, First responder, FDNY, diagnosed with multiple health issues.
Daniel Barkow, Widower of Colleen Barkow, Age 26, Cantor Fitz, Tower 1
Terri Sondak, Daughter of Muriel Siskopoulos, Tower 2
Leonard Cimadomo. Firefighter diagnosed with cancer
James Gersbeck FDNY
Emily Motroni widow of Mark Motroni
Robyn De Vito Goldstein, daughter of victim Jerry De Vito
Katie Haynes sibling of W. Ward Haynes
Godfrey O. Azubuike
Dennis Brantley, FDNY, First Responder, 2-time Cancer survivor
Christine Foti, First Responder, Diagnosed with Cancer
Erin Eagers
William K Beeker
Ronald Anderson Fire Fighter first responder.
Thomas Buckley - First Responder Cancer Survivor
Sheila Merritt, First responder
Francis G Foti, First Responder, Spouse of First Responder diagnosed with cancer
James Grant
John Farrell
Susan Berger widow of Steven Berger
Richard E Chiappa Sr. Spent time immediately after attack repairing cell sites.
Joseph Montalto first responder diagnosed with cancer
Armondo Cordone
Edward Curtis, first responder, FDNY
Lunder, Karen, Wife of Christopher Lunder
David Burford, Father of Christopher Burford, The Pentagon
Yoel Lebel
Mary Beth McErlean, widow of John T. McErlean, Jr. & mother to his 4 fatherless children, Tower 1
Donald Habersaat First Responder
Barbara Jackman, mother of Brooke Alexandra Jackman, age 23
M. Calderon Tangredi, sister of Victim, Edward Calderon. Keep your promise, Mr. President.
Bella Lebel
Brian G. Germain FDNY, Engine 80, brother of Denis P. Germain FDNY, Ladder 2
LeeAnn Mazzillo Daughter of Responder LT Robert B Mahon
Etti Lebel
JoAnn Atlas widow of FDNY Lieutenant Gregg Atlas
Greg Gully First Responder diagnosed with numerous 9-11 ailments including 2 surgeries
John Curtin
Adrienne Pearl, daughter of David Agnes, tower 1 cantor Fitzgerald.
Chani Lebel
Linda Roche, cancer survivor, 7 WTC worker and Financial District resident
LeeAnn Mazzillo, Daughter of first responder Lt. Robert Mahon
Nachman Lebel
Daniel Pearl, son-in-law of David Agnes, tower 1, cantor Fitzgerald.
Jo Anne Bruehert, Widow of Richard G. Bruehert, WTC1
Leah Zukerman
Avi Warmberg
Jason Kane, Son of Howard Lee Kane, Deceased in Tower 1, Windows on the World
Jeanne Lippolis, widow of Enzo Lippolis who died of stage 4 lung cancer, resulting from 9/11.
Matthew Pearl, grandson of David Agnes, tower 1, cantor Fitzgerald.
Samuel Warmberg
Christina Bruehert, Daughter of Richard G. Bruehert, WTC1
Retired NYPD Sergeant, first responder, diagnosed with cancer, John F. O’Keefe.
Teresa Courtney, First responder, diagnosed with breast cancer.
Michelle Luftig
Danielle Bruehert, Daughter of Richard G. Bruehert, WTC1
Tyler Pearl, grandson of David Agnes, tower 1, cantor Fitzgerald
Kristine Meyer, sister of David Meyer
Don Oliver, brother of Edward K. Oliver, Tower 1
Mark Warmberg
Joanne McAlary Sullivan, sister of James J. McAlary, Jr WTC1
Raynilda Rodríguez Hernandez
Joseph Tiesi, brother of Mary Ellen Tiesi who was killed in the WTC attack
Retired NYPD Sergeant, first responder, diagnosed with cancer, John F. O’Keefe.
Richard Lehmann
Robert Ascolillo fuel driver I spent 9 months down at ground zero first 3 months were 24/7
Malcolm Dean, 1st responder and Brother of William Dean 101 floor North Tower
Richard Lehmann
William s Goldstein survivor of 9/11
Christine Lafuente, daughter of Juan Lafuente, killed in the WTC North Tower
Mariano Dalessandro
Patricia Clarke Scudder, sister to Christopher Robert Clarke, South Tower
Michael J. Giordano, survivor and son of Donna M. Giordano, south tower victim
Joseph Imparato Lt. FDNY retired. Suffered multiple disabling lung injuries at WTC
George Burke
Amy Vasel, widow of Scott Charles Vasel Tower 1
Maria Dalessandro
James D'Avolio
Amy Vasel, widow of Scott Charles Vasel Tower 1
Kathleen Ruggiere DeParis, Sister of Bart J Ruggiere, North Tower
Ann R. Haynes, widow of W. Ward Haynes
Barbara Rachko, Widow of Dr. Bryan C. Jack, American FL 77
First responder/survivor
John Keating
William W. Haynes, II - son of W. Ward Haynes
Syed Abdul Rahman, 911 victim's brother.
Terence M. Smith, Jr - son of W. Ward Haynes
Jose Aquino Retired (First Responder Diagnosed with Aero Digestive Disorders).
James M. McGovern, sick n tired.
Mary Danahy widow of Patrick W. Danahy
Gerald E. Sanford FDNY 1st responder and September 11th cancer victim.
Paul Brennan, brother of Thomas M. Brennan, Tower 2
Responder/Verizon - double cancer - do what’s right for the American People - Pasquale G Iannone
Kathleen T Danahy daughter of deceased father Patrick W Danahy
Annalisa Genco, Daughter of Peter V. Genco Jr. Tower 1
Matt Sherman first responder NYPD
Juan Carlos Legro
Salvatore Chieffo, first responder diagnosed with COPD and sinusitis.
Kevin Conroy, first responder, diagnosed with COPD, restricted airway disease, etc.
Erin M. James, sister of Michael McGinty, North Tower
Scott Brady, brother of David Brian Brady
Steven Hanly - NYPD
Bernard Kiernan, first responder, diagnosed with cancer.
Terri Sondak, Daughter of Muriel Siskopoulos, Tower 2
Ulysses Neil, diagnosed with prostate cancer. Worked in tower 2 for Avant service {mail room}.
William J Brady, First Responder, diagnosed with Cancer, Heart Failure and Pulmonary issues.
Patricia Hanly - spouse of NYPD first responder
Jinhee Kim, Widow of Hyunjoon Lee, Tower 2
Kevin Tierney, First responder diagnosed with Lung issues.
Stewart Lieber
Dennis Hoorn, father of Bradley
Richard Wilt, First Responder, diagnosed with cancer
Karen Hinds, Widow of Neil Hinds
Audrey Olive, daughter of Andrew “Sonny” Garcia. Passenger of Flight 93
Jessica Hanly - daughter of NYPD
James R McGinnis
Michele Beamer Sorensen, Sister of Todd Beamer, Flight 93
Rocco J. Caponigro, Sr., office worker with cancel in both lungs, at the wrong place, wrong time.
Jameer Hinds, Son of Neil Hinds
Anthony J Russo
Anthony Polichetti
Patricia Polichetti
Candice Polichetti
Barbara Orsini Stang (Sister of Ronald Orsini of Cantor Fitzgerald)
Richard C Rosenblum, brother of Andrew Ira Rosenblum, murdered on 9/11 in the North Tower
Anthony Polichetti Jr
Dana Marie Polichetti
Paula Hayes-Cottoy. Thank you so much.

Joan Parker, Widow of Philip Parker, South Tower, 99th floor

Steven E Eckna

Travis Callum, brother to Michell lee Callum Robotham

Brian Moroney, brother of Dennis Moroney, Tower 1, Cantor Fitzgerald.

Igor Philantrope

Lisa Carlino Torres, daughter of Edward Carlino Tower 2

Juliette Scauso, Daughter of FDNY Hazardous Materials Co.1 Firefighter Dennis Scauso

Mel Nudelman

Luke Edward Torres, Grandson of Edward Carlino, Tower 2

Donald Scauso, Son of First Responder Dennis Scauso

Brian Moroney, brother of Dennis Moroney, Tower 1, Cantor Fitzgerald.

FF Robert Sgro, responder to the WTC and afterwards until injures and health issues

Leandro Torres, Son in law of Edward Carlino, Tower 2

Leigh Kennedy, son of Yvonne Kennedy, passenger on AA77

Darcie Scauso, Daughter of First Responder Dennis Scauso

Gabrielle Scauso, Daughter of First Responder Dennis Scauso

Nicholas DeBlase son of the late James V. DeBlase

First responder FF 1st grade Peter J Cavagnaro Retired ENG 247. Lung Cancer.

Kimberly J. Fuscaldo, Widow of Raymond P. Fuscaldo, First Responder, died of cancer

Gretchen Bauer Abernathy, sister of W. David Bauer, Tower 1.

Peter Morales, First Responder, Diagnosed with Obstructive Airway, Respiratory, & Gastro Disease.

Judith Morgan, First Responder USCG, diagnosed with Glioblastomas.

Angela Fuscaldo, Mother of Raymond P. Fuscaldo, First Responder, died of cancer

Richard Tirado surviving brother of David Tirado & first responder

Mark Anthony Puopolo, son of Sonia Mercedes Morales Puopolo, American Airlines Flight #11.

Donna McClellan, wife of Double Lung Transplant, Prostate Cancer and Renal Failure Survivor

Bernard Barrow

Mike Triglianos, FDNY Retired, WTC Rescuer

Kathleen Dominy
Mary Ann Lynch Prokop - Sister of Terence M. Lynch. Murdered at The Pentagon.

Ellen Robb, mother of victim Kristen Montanaro, North Tower

Mark Franks - Yonkers Police ESU - retired/disability - thanks to the Saudis

Clyde D Bohanna, First responder, diagnosed with Cancer, and lost a major organ.

Pawel Jakubiak son of Maria Jakubiak died in tower 1 working for Marsh McLennan

Kevin Barry, Detective NYPD Bomb Squad (Ret.) First Responder diagnosed with cancer and asthma.

Soledad Haren, worker and NYC resident, diagnosed with chronic respiratory illness

Kristin Walsh family member

Patrick Forbes

Edward Heyeck, stepfather of victim Kristen Montanaro, North Tower

Michael Fry brother of Peter C Fry

Lt. Patrick Kilduff FDNY First Responder diagnosed with COPD, cancer and sinusitis.

Emily D’Ambrosi, Daughter of Jack L. D’Ambrosi, 103rd Floor, North Tower

Peter Kallinicos first responder

Simon Kennedy, son of Yvonne E Kennedy AA77

Anne McGreevy, widow of Patrick McGreevy, First Responder, diagnosed with colon cancer.

Caroline Otero sister of Edward Calderon WTC Command center honored by then President Bush.

Tracey Freeland first responder

John Anthony Perna

Philip Rosenblatt brother of Muriel Siskopolous

John Keating volunteer

Mary Ferguson widow of George J Ferguson

Frank Fracchiolla, First responder diagnosed with WTC related illness.

Wendy McEneaney sister of Amy Lamonsoff perished Tower 1 Windows on The World

Tina Albucker. Breast cancer with no family history and auto immune skin disorders.

Frank Fracchiolla

Susana Gomez - diagnosed with cancer

Pat Kalbouros sister of First Responder The late Detective Kevin Czartoryski NYPD lung cancer

Delroy Nelson son of Kerene Gordon

Thomas J. Gleeson, Captain NYPD (retired) diagnosed with 9/11 cancer.
Rubina Cox-Holloway, Mother of Darryl Mckinney my first son, 26 yrs. old.
Diane Ballek sister of First Responder the late Detective Kevin Czartoryski NYPD lung cancer
Elise Lasko, child of late Gary Lasko, Tower 1
Kathryn Hebert, Sister of Adam Lewis
James Hebert, Brother in Law of Adam Lewis
Tina D'Ambrosi
James Maher brother of Daniel Maher Tower 2
Joseph Goffio First responder, diagnosed with cancer and severe breathing issues.
My name is Maryland Caraballo i park as there 9/11
Carol Motyka sister of First Responder the late Detective Kevin Czartoryski NYPD lung cancer
Donald L.Vaneck, diagnosed with prostate cancer.
Louise D’Albora Morgan Stanley Employee Tower 2 diagnosed with cancer.
Mr. President(?), Please do not come here. Calvin Cohen 4 WTC Diagnosed with cancer in 2018.
Donald Anderson First Responder
Danielle Orsini Pandolfi, Daughter of Ronald Orsini, Tower 1
James Scullin, Brother of deceased Marsh Mclenan employee Arthur Warren Scullin.
Jerrier M. Atassi
Joseph lorenzo
Matthew Pandolfi, Son in law if Ronald Orsini, Tower 1
David Bruce, brother of Mark Bruce, South Tower
Paul Shannon
Arlene Orsini, Widow of Ronald Orsini, Tower 1
Andrew Robinson Lenoir, Son of John Robinson Lenoir, Tower 2
James and Kathy Cahill lost their Thomas 39 yrs. old. Great young man who we all miss.
D Chirco, Firefighter/Fire Marshal, Multiple illnesses diagnosed from WTC exposure
Gordon G Haberman, father of Andrea Lyn Haberman who was brutally murdered on 9/11/2001.
Curtis Brewer, Husband of Carol Demitz, Tower 2
Dominic Ciafardini, brother of Christopher Ciafardini, North Tower
James Bowden, brother of Thomas Bowden, Tower 1
Judith Jones, Mother of Donald T. Jones II - Tower 1 - Cantor Fitzgerald
Autumn Bowden, Neice of Thomas Bowden, Tower 1
William B. Jones, II, brother of Donald T. Jones, II, Tower 1
Hanser Hernandez, Survivor of attacks, Disabled
Linda Zielke, Aunt of Donald T. Jones II - Tower 1 - Cantor Fitzgerald
Concetta Pulcrano diagnosed with lung disease

SHARON MILLAN, BROTHER IN LAW OF DECEASED, TOWER 2 SOUTH, ALSO SEARCH AND RESCUE RESPONDER
Marjorie McSpirit - Aunt of Donald T. Jones II - Tower 1 Cantor Fitzgerald
Julie Osmus, sister of Andrea Lyn Haberman, murdered on 9/11 in the North Tower, 92nd Floor.
George McQuade
James Boylan First responder battling cancer
Meagan Giordano, daughter-in-law of Donna Giordano, South Tower
Mary Boylan Mother of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Elizabeth Boylan, wife of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Mrs. Christine V Muller proud and honored widow of hero Detective John K Muller
Ryan Boylan, Son of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Emily D’Ambrosi, Daughter of Jack L. D’Ambrosi, 103rd Floor, North Tower
Merry Ann Boylan Daughter of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Daniel Boylan Son of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Thomas J Heron II
Peter Fry, father, don’t let Biden off the hook!
Jacqueline Boylan Daughter of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Patti Marzocchi, sister of Sharon Milan search and rescue first responder
Maureen Stoker, Sister of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Anthony Torres First Responder NYPD
Gerard Marzocchi, brother in law of Sharon Milan
Truman’s and Diane Bruce, parents of Mark Bruce, South Tower
Jean Cammoratta, Sister of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Alison Danahy daughter of Patrick Danahy
Helen Rafaniello
Stephen Marzocchi, Sharon Milan was my god mother
Doctor Donna Boylan. Sister of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Joseph Boylan. Brother of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Wayne Miller brother of FF Henry Miller L105
Lawrence C. DeParis, brother-in-law of Bart J. Ruggiere, Cantor Fitzgerald
Paula Hilliard
Beatrice Boylan. Niece of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Thomas Gitto brother of Salvatore Gitto Tower 1.
Gerard Marzocchi II, nephew of Sharon Milan
Mary Boylan. Niece of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Christina Milan, mother of Sharon Milan
Patrick Boylan Nephew of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Joanne Barbara widow of FDNY Chief Gerard A. Barbara. I want justice for my husband!!!
Mary Stoker. Niece of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Eddie Stoker. Nephew of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Jeff Magnuson, son of Ronald Magnuson, Tower 1
Sheryl Magnuson, daughter of Ronald Magnuson, Tower 1
Anthony Fiore, Retired First Responder, diagnosed with skin cancer
Edward Stoker. Brother in law of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Audrey Magnuson, widow of Ronald Magnuson, Tower 1
On behalf of 18 of my union brothers lost that day, and the families of close friends.
Liam Boylan. Nephew of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Arlene Sacerdote, Widow of Joseph F. Sacerdote Tower 1
Sarah Boylan. Niece of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Cynthia M Potter, Widow of William Ambrose Potter, First responder, diagnosed with Cancer.
Jessica Trant, daughter of Daniel Patrick Trant, Tower 1, died on 9/11 and his body never recovered
Vince Maney. Uncle of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Kimberly Meyer, Sister of Kathleen Nicosia, American Airlines flight attendant, mother & wife
Michael Smith, first responder, diagnosed with cancer
First responder John Passeggiata
Virginia Maney. Aunt of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Jim Huibregtse, Cancer survivor, seeking the truth.
Richard Maney. Cousin of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Stephen Maney. Cousin of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Elizabeth Ann King, Daughter of First Responder Robert King Jr.
Sean Patrick Smith, younger brother of Daniel Lawrence Smith.
Dawn Pilecki. For Donna Giordano, mother to a great friend
Nina Barnes 1st Cousin of Durrell Pearsall Jr. FDNY Rescue 4
George P. Oechsler Ret. FDNY Fireman ill from exposure at the WTC on 9/11, & thereafter.
James Seiferheld first responder diagnosed with cancer.
Susan K Nowick, Mother of Phillip Nowick who died of cancer resulting from 9/11 toxic environment
Jeffrey Meyer, Brother-In-Law of Kathleen Ann Nicosia
James Vaughan, ground zero resident, diagnosed with cancer and other maladies.
Jenna Lenahan
I Rita Gannon. First responder diagnosed with kidney cancer
Joseph Maffeo, brother of Jennieann Maffeo.
John Hannafin, Brother of Thomas Hannafin
Chandra Smith Campbell, RE Employee suffering an insurmountable number of rippling 9/11 injuries.
Jennifer Trainor Widow of Emeric Harvey
Rose Kazi, Sister of Juan M Lafuente, died in North Tower
Nancy Arestegui-Hunt, sister of Barbra (Bobbie) Arestegui & fellow American Airlines Flight Attendant
John R. Calia brother of Dominick E. Calia who died in the WTC 1 building day of attack.
Fryderyk Anna Milewski
Jud Parker
Charles Berkeley Father of Graham Andrew Berkeley victim on United 174 at the South Tower WTC
George Blanchard first responder
Kevin Burns
Louisa Natale
Maureen Baksh-Griffin, Sister of Michael S. Baksh Tower 1
Linda Hinger, worker 130 Liberty St, cancer patient
Retired Sgt. James Fahy / First Responder and Survivor
Thomas H Edwards, MD, brother of victim Lynn Edwards Angell and brother-in-law of David Angell
Shin Fuh
Joseph McCarthy diagnosed with cancer. FDNY. Working at ground zero 6 months
Jack Yang
John Diaz Galletti
Rosendo Velez, injured first responder NYSEMS, diagnosed with multiple illnesses
Dennis Kramer FDNY First Responder
Jared Glick Brother of Jeremy Glick Flight 93
Virginia Harvey
A. Pabon Son of Angel Pabon VP of Cantor Fitzgerald who was Murdered on Sept. 11th 2001
Joseph Di Pilato the son of Joseph Di Pilato
Y. Grace Pabon Widow of Murdered husband Angel Pabon VP of Cantor Fitzgerald
Luis Angel Duran Grandson to Angel Pabon VP of Cantor Fitzgerald
Leonel Diaz. Brother of Nancy Diaz, Tower 1
Margaret Chiappa, wife of first responder at ground zero who ultimately had a double lung transplant
Joan Brady, Sister of John A. Candela, North Tower, 104th floor, Cantor Fitzgerald
Leocadio Diaz. Father of Nancy Diaz, Tower 1
Charles Baskerville Prostate Cancer
Meghan Metzemaekers sister to John Reo and sister in law to John Swaine
Henry Kiernan
Chris Brady, Brother-in-law John A. Candela, North Tower 104th Floor
Carmen Diaz. Mother of Nancy Diaz, Tower 1
Colleen Amato, Sister of Thomas J. Ashton, 21 years old, WTC North Tower
Belkys Diaz. Sister of Nancy Diaz, Tower 1
Kimberly Trudel, widow of Frederick Rimmelle III
Anne S Gabriel, wife of Richard Peter Gabriel, Marine Corps, Retired
Anthony Amato, Brother-In-Law of Thomas J. Ashton, 21 years old, WTC North Tower
Margaret Eckert, sister in law of Sean Rooney, killed by Saudi Arabian terrorists on 9/11 at the WTC
Constance Gabrielle Finnicum, sister of Richard S. Gabrielle, Tower 2
My mother Jacqueline June Norton and husband Robert Grant Norton we’re both murdered on flight 11
Stephen Wimpel
James Giaccone family member
Suzanne Wimpel
Vincent Natale
Mary Buckley, Sister of Thomas J. Ashton, 21 years old, WTC North Tower
Firefighter Charles J. Healey Eng.279 FDNY and voting Democrat since 1967. Skin cancer.
Regina & Julian Burton
Joseph G Candela, brother of John A Candela who was murdered on 9/11/01 WTC North Tower Cantor
Julian & Regina Burton
Eugene Buckley, Brother-In-Law of Thomas J. Ashton, 21 years old, WTC North Tower
RoseAnne Reilly wife of fireman, first responder with diagnosed chronic lung disease caused by 911
Walt Bieszczad
Derek McCrann, Son of Charles McCrann, killed on 9/11.
Maxine McCrann, daughter of Charles McCrann, killed on 9/11.
Robert J Conklin Jr. First responded diagnosed GERD, chronic sleep apnea chronic rhino sinusitis.
Kelsey McCrann, Daughter-in-law of Charles McCrann, killed on 9/11.
Michele McCrann, Wife of Charles McCrann, killed on 9/11.
Effie Ahladiotis Salloum
Charelene Fiore Widow of Firefighter Michael C Fiore
Miltiadis Ahladiotis
Michael J Fiore Son of Firefighter Michael C Fiore
First responder NYPD Lieutenant
Jessica D Fiore Daughter of Firefighter Michael C Fiore
Dominic J. Puopolo, Sr. Surviving husband of Sonia Puopolo
Family member of a NYPD officer.
Cristen Fiore Daughter of Firefighter Michael C Fiore
Mr. Soko Jeannot Zabalou
Matthew Sweeney, brother of Brian E Sweeney FDNY Rescue 1.
Mary Minardi Vogt sister of William G Minardi
Michael Buhse, brother of terrorist murder victim Patrick Buhse, Cantor Fitzgerald 105th floor.
Daniel Trant, Widow of Daniel Trant, Tower 1
Michael J. Brady, brother of David Brian Brady
Amy Weaver Achilles, widow of Todd C. Weaver. Tower 2.
Robin Freund widow of Lt. Peter L Freund FDNY Engine 55, Little Italy, please keep your promise
Alan Bordeaux
Paul Boronow, first responder (volunteer firefighter/ex-Chief), diagnosed with multiple illnesses.
Jodie Goldberg-Sherer, Widow of Brian Goldberg, 90th Floor South Tower
Nathan Leaflight, Brother of Alan Lederman, Tower 2
Larry Dolan
Thomas Mee, on behalf of the Estate of Karen Ann Mee, sister of John A. Candela, killed in Tower 1.
Brandon Bersch First Responder, diagnosed with cancer
Elizabeth A Candela, Widow of John A Candela
Joseph Giordano
Cristine Villano 9/11 Survivor
Meryl Mayo, widow of Robert J. Mayo, Fire Safety Director, senselessly murdered on 9/11.
Christopher McGuire FDNY
Rickey Etheridge
Michael Ginex, Port Authority Of New York And New Jersey, 69 fl. Tower One, diagnosed w/ cancer.
Ruth L. Jacobsen, daughter of Juan M. Lafuente, Tower 2, Windows on the World
Ed Foti in memory of Patrick J. Buhse
Margaret Doyle- sister of Terence Lynch, Pentagon
Michael Adams, brother of Shannon Adams
Brendan Duffy
Godfrey Christian, First Responder
Pat DiMichele NYC Firefighter who spent many many hours on the pike looking for victims
Lorraine Catalano, widow of FF Robert W. Spear JR
Donald Lang brother of Rosanne Lang and uncle of Brenden Lang who were murdered on 9/11/01
Michael T. Stack
Donald Lang brother of Rosanne Lang and uncle of Brenden Lang who were murdered on 9/11/01
William Wolf First responder NYPD, diagnosed with cancer
Tony Conti, First Responder - Rescue & Recovery
Jacqueline Bauer, Daughter of W. David Bauer
Timothy Wayne Briley, brother of Jonathan Eric Briley who died in tower 1
Gibson Craig, FDNY asthma kidney disease PTSD (disgraceful)
Bernard Polatsch MD, father of Laurence Michael Polatsch, Tower 1, Floor 104
Erica Zucker Heisler, widow of Andrew S. Zucker, South Tower
Josette Lang Aunt of Brenden Lang and sister in law to Roseanne Lang that both murdered 9/11/01 WTC
Ken Murray
Mary Gola Perez, Widow of Anthony Perez, North Tower
Stacy L. Shanahan, PA-C
Traci Bosco-Myhal
Sean Robert Passananti, Son of Horace Robert Passananti, North Tower 100th Floor
Jason Klein, son of Julie L Zipper, Tower 2
John J Hanglow
Joan Visbal, 911 survivor
Paul Castellucci firefighter
Deb Harrison
Paul Sanfiorenzo
Deb Harrison - Sister of Nina Bell, Twin Towers victim
Joseph Hourihan, First Responder diagnosed with multiple 9/11 related illnesses
Jack Colin Wright, Son of Neil Robin Wright (A British citizen who died at cantor fitzgerald 9/11)
Douglas Cruikshank, son of Robert Cruikshank, killed in the Towers on 9/11
Soner Isbilir
Carolyn McAllister Sister to Andrew Garcia
Carol J Richards
Peter James Sullivan
FF William F Gates Jr. FDNY First responder
Kevin F Hansen first responder Asthma and GERD
Lara McGinley, in law of Daniel F McGinley, 89th Floor South Tower
Dawn Meyer-Fuchs, daughter of David R. Meyer
Wendy Feinberg. Widow of FDNY FF Alan Feinberg
Anthony Mercado, brother of FF Steve Mercado, South Tower
Jeremy Krist, Brother of ET3 Christopher Lee Burford, USN Pentagon
Joseph Gileza, MTA, diagnosed with Cancer
Barbara Grace
Rosemary Fernandez
Ingrid Garcia
Gerry Murphy, First Responder
Steven Lamonsoff brother of Amy Lamonsoff
Dan Burke
Janice Scheier, friend of Michael Giordano (son of Donna Giordano died on 9/11 in So tower)
Shenette Higgs, victim and survivor diagnosed with chronic asthma and severe sinusitis
P.O. Frank Ryan 1st.responder,diagnosed w/3cancers brother of B.C. Matt Ryan, Tower 2.
Andrew Weinstein, brother of the late Lisa Ehrlich Tower 2
Claudia & Tim Sullivan
Claudia Sullivan diagnosed with Cancer
John Di Rienzo FDNY Lt(Ret) How hypocritical is this administration, here is your answer folks.
John Di Rienzo (Ret) Lt FDNY, these politicians are in it to benefit themselves, no one else!
Howard J Kornfeld
Sheryl Oliver widow of Edward K Oliver Tower 1
Ana Sanchez, 9/11 and breast cancer survivor
Andrew Duffy ret. FDNY L23, cancer patient, plus 5 other certified 9/11 illnesses
Jim Napuli retired FDNY
Retired Detective Richard Allison, First Responder and suffering with restricted lung disease.
Tamara Tammy Smith
Retired NYPD Det Richard Allison, First responder.
Tamara Tammy Smith
David Pickwick, first Responder, sinus issues and PTSD
Heather V. Bonnett, sister of Colin A. Bonnett, Tower 1 94th Floor
Marc Carozza diagnosed
Julia Bonnett, mother of Colin A. Bonnett, Tower 1 94th Floor.
Eugene Drury, firefighter diagnosed with cancer.
Kristina (Pelletier) DeJong, sister of Mike Pelletier (Cantor Fitzgerald, Tower 1)
Cynthia McKeon, widow of John T. McKeon
Shane P Regan son of Donald Regan (Rescue 3, FDNY) killed in tower 2
Robert Dwyer, FDNY
James Della Bella, son of Andrea Della Bella,
Thomas Theurkauf
Luis Enrique Mesorana
Craig Williams son of Louis Calvin Williams III South Tower
Jonah Glick
Brandon C. Valvo
Donald DiDoeico, Esq. Diagnosed with COPD
John Fritz, First responder. Diagnosed with Cancer.
Jean Lembo, sister of Alan Lederman, Tower 2
I was at ground zero for over ten hours on 9/11 and have paid for it with my health issues. JW
Jay Frango FDNY first responder, diagnosed with three different types of cancers.
John D.Kelly, brother of Timothy Colin Kelly
Jan Geller, Present at WTC, Runner, Relief Worker-lung cancer/COPD
Because this is Right. Jan Geller
John White first responder diagnosed with cancer. Plz do not come to the 9/11 memorial.
Anthony Massaro (Retired NYPD Responder)
Patricia Wiswall, widow of David Wiswall, WTC, Tower 2
Lorrie Fiore, wife of ground zero responder diagnosed with 3 types of cancer.
John Gallo brother of Cono Gallo
Barbara A. Mercado, Sister-in-law of Steve J. Mercado, FF Engine 40
William Keegan
Janine Keegan
Billy Keegan
Vincent Fiore, diagnosed with cancer, and friend of two firefighters lost at ground zero
Mark DiToro
Joe Mangravito first responder
Linda Flyzik Pritchard, Sister of Carol Flyzik. Passenger on board AA Flight 11.
David Nugent diagnosed with cancer
Marie E Polite.. Survivor
Eileen McGlynn, first responder, diagnosed with cancer two times
Martha Longo
Thomas and Ann Johnson, parents of Scott Johnson, killed on 9/11 and voters for Biden on any other occasion.
Martha Longo
Nicholas Ferrandino diagnosed with systemic lung disease
Anne Jordan Stewart mother of Robert Thomas Jordan killed in the North Tower
Simone Veilleux In memory of Donna M. Giordano! Do what is right for the families.
Joel Veilleux. In memory of Donna M Giordano, Do what is right for the families.
Manuel Cabrero, First Responder, Cancer victim.
Lucila Cabrero, first responder and cancer victim
Patricia Lewis, Widow of Adam J. Lewis, Tower 2
Maleta and Joseph Snell, First Responders both diagnosed with WTC Health issues.=
Nicole Vilardo, daughter of Joseph Vilardo, North Tower
Alvin Lee, resident, and cancer victim
Kevin Connors-worked in WTC 2 nodes on my lungs, scaring on my lungs, 8mm node on my kidneys etc…
Glenn P. Jirka, Responder, Diagnosed with Cancer
Emily Oliver, daughter of Edward Oliver, Tower 1
Deborah Gonzalez, downtown resident
Sister of Lukasz Tomasz Milewski
David Braca, son of Alfred J Braca North Tower
Paul DiAgostino, brother of Michael DiAgostino, Tower 1
Felicia Lee, downtown resident
Clara DiAgostino, mother of Michael DiAgostino, Tower 1
Carlo DiAgostino, father of Michael DiAgostino, Tower 1
Catherine Scullin, Widow of Arthur Warren Scullin, Tower 1
Yvonne Fox, downtown resident
Neta Issacof, Injured on 9/11, permanent disabled due to foot injury
William Paul cancer survivor
Victor O. Marzano
Clinton Jones, First Responder, diagnosed with Cancer living one day at a time
Daughter Lori of Harry Taback died on 100th floor of first tower hit He was regional manager of Marsh
Gloria J Barre diagnosed with thyroid cancer
Desiree Mercado Niece of Patrick Buhse WTC
Jaclyn Kalb
Theresa Zuccala-Paterson sister of Joseph Zuccala Tower 2
Christopher Jamison, first responder diagnosed with cancer.
Widow of D.C. Raymond M. Downey
Henry Paterson, brother in law of Joseph Zuccala Tower 2
Nicole Tanner, Sister of Michael Anthony Tanner
Judith Weil, mother of Joanne Flora Weil, murdered with three thousand others on 9/11.
Greg Manning FDNY
Vicki Burford Mother of Christopher Burford Pentagon
Frank Han, brother of 9/11 victim Frederic Han
Armene’ Giorgetti, Widow of Steven A. Giorgetti North Tower
Paul Giorgetti, Son of Steven A. Giorgetti North Tower
Janlyn Scauso, widow of FF Dennis Scauso. FDNY
Alexa Giorgetti, Daughter of Steven A. Giorgetti North Tower
Jaclyn LaBarbera, daughter of the late FDNY Captain Brian C. Hickey
Paul Ryan
John M. Comparetto, a first responder who was retired at the time from NYPD, with 2 cancers
FDNY Retired firefighter and Gulf War Disable veterans worked @ ground zero 9/11 served honorable
Nicole Vilardo, daughter of Joseph Vilardo, North Tower
Robert G. Bauer brother of Walter David Bauer Tower 1
David Bruno. Retired firefighter with 911 cancers.
Paul Z. Brown, First Responder, diagnosed with cancer
Stephen Ceraulo, FDNY EMS 9/11 first responder
Miguelina Martinez, diagnosed with cancer.
Jaclyn Nichilo Shapiro
Deborah Ceraulo, Wife of Stephen Ceraulo a FDNY EMS first responder to the 9/11 attacks
Justin Shapiro
Evelyn Tepedino
Amelia Shapiro
Scarlet Shapiro
Janet Shapiro
David Shapiro
Sara Lowry
Jaclyn Nichilo daughter Jody Tepedino
Gerard NALLY 9/11 cancer victim
Patricia Maguire, sister who worked that day, died of cancer
Thomas Paul Ardito
Kenneth Tanner, Brother of Michael Anthony Tanner, worked for Cantor Fitzgerald killed in North Tower.
Emily Vega-Faltas, Widow of Harold Lizcano, Tower 1
Charles Gambino, First Responder
Catherine Gambino, Wife of First Responder
Stacy Hope Herman - Volunteer - HAVE LEUKEMIA
Corinne Warnock sister of FF Henry A Miller Jr Ladder 105
Valerie Speller My brother John A Candela was killed September 11 2001 WTC North Tower 104th floor
Johanna D’Amore, diagnosed with cancer on March 7th, 2011
Michael Modafferi. Son of First Responder Battalion Chief Louis Modafferi
Edward Szubski
Dan Burke
Pamela Lewis Passaretta, sister of Adam Jay Lewis—who was murdered on 9/11; please comply!
Gary Rafaniello
Pete Grieco, First responder, diagnosed with cancer
Richard Volpe
Stanley R Weinstein
Soner Isbilir
Kevin Moroney, brother of Dennis, Tower 1, Cantor Fitzgerald
McCarthy G. Smith, M.D. Brother of Daniel L. Smith of Eurobrokers, Murdered in the South Tower
Richard J Klares Jr.
Cristina Guanlao (diagnosed with stage 4 breast cancer)
Dr. Joseph A. Finley, Jr., FBI Retired, first responder, diagnosed with cancer.
Chantal Paultre widow of Jacques Paultre
Gail P Eagleson wife of John Bruce Eagleson south tower World Trade Center
Trish Chelsen, Widow of FDNY FF Roy Chelsen first responder died of 9/11 Cancer
Dennis McCarthy
Lois McCarthy
Gwynetta (Adams)Rossi mother to Shannon Lewis Adams 25 yrs. old 101st floor tower1 Cantor
Joseph Owens - Son of Peter J. Owens, Tower 1
Rebecca Williams, sister-in-law of Brian Williams, North Tower
Frank Fiore
Karen Hughes- widow of Timothy r Hughes- cantor Fitzgerald broker- father of three children
Neil Ferro, first responder diagnosed with stage 3a lung cancer, which is not going away
Thomas Basmagy FDNY retired with multiple 9/11 disabilities
Michael Mc Connon diagnosed with cancer
Lawrence Ayers Retired First Responder Diagnosed with Cancer.
Ray Spiegel, Pentagon, U.S ARMY, Diagnosed with cancer.
Victor Honczar victim still suffering to this day.
Michael Keegan I have sinusitis I have sleep apnea I have asthma I can't sleep at night I wake up
Andrew Cunningham brother of Michael Cunningham deceased- died in the south tower
Richard Barrett, survivor retired NYPD
Scott Jones, brother of Arthur Jones, who was murdered on September 11, 2001.
Clifford A. Gibbs, First responder diagnosed with cancer and respiratory ailments
Robert Kozlowski, First responder diagnosed with stage 4 cancer
Elizabeth A. Fallon, sister of William Lawrence Fallon Jr tower 1
Rob Ryan my brother Ed Ryan worked on 92 floor
William J Eagleson, brother of J Bruce Eagleson
Karen Greene
Efrain Fermaint, First responder, Francine Fermaint, diagnosed with cancer
Karen Greene (sister of Neil Hinds who perished in the attacks)
Traci Bosco-Myhal
Retired Detective Veronica Doyle, first responder, diagnosed with cancer.
Cathy Calderon sister of Edward Calderon tower 2
Juliette Candela, Father murdered in 9/11 attacks, Tower 1
Thomas Smith
Paramedic Lieutenant Denise Bellingham, FDNY
Thomas Flynn First Responder
Frank DiAgostino'
Francesca DiAgostino
Frank DiAgostino Jr
Michael L DiAgostino
Margaret McGinley, Widow of Daniel McGinley- Father of five children ages 1-11 (in 2001)
Larisa Gordeychuk, Widow of Aleksandr Gordeychuk, Battery Park City, he was diagnosed with cancer
Maria Bourdis, multiple injuries, Tower II
Thomas Flynn First Responder Diagnosed with Kidney Cancer In Both Kidneys.
Kevin Ryan, American Stock Exchange- cancer survivor!
Claudette Greene, Widow of Donald F. Greene, UA#93, Shanksville, PA
Jeffrey M. Curtis Relative of David Angell FLIGHT 11
James Hodges
Teresa Cunningham Widow of Michael J Cunningham WTC Tower 2
William M Cunningham Son of Michael J Cunningham WTC Tower 2 Deceased
FDNY Thomas Hogan
Amber Yancey, in memory of Donna Giordano
Ros Thackurdeen
Sally A Trant sister of Daniel P Trant, Cantor Fitz, 104th Fl, N Tower - Please do the right thing!
Sean Thackurdeen
Savita Thackurdeen
Rod Thackurdeen, sister in law of Goumatie Thaavkurdeen
Sean Thackurdeen nephew of Goumatie Thackurdeen
Savita Thackurdeen niece of Goumatie Thackurdeen
Laura Spordone-Bustillo, Widow of Milton Bustillo, Cantor Fitzgerald, North Tower
Gary Giuntini, First responder, diagnosed with cancer
Alessandra Spordone-Bustillo, daughter of Milton Bustillo, North Tower
Edward Miller, brother of Robert Alan Miller, NY State Department of Taxation and Finance, Tower 2
Joseph D. Doran, diagnosed with cancer
Emily Oliver, daughter of Edward Oliver, Tower 1
John O'Donnell first responder with cancer COPD etc.
Dewandranath Samaroo First responder asthma lung infection
Jill Regan, Angry and Broken Hearted Daughter of Fire Fighter Donald Joseph Regan FDNY Rescue 3.
Kelly L Manzi, Sister of Richard E Bosco, Tower 1
Marilyn Mattei, survivor diagnosed with cancer
Anthony E Manzi, Brother-in-Law of Richard E Bosco, Tower 1
Lisa A. Wylie, daughter of fallen hero, BC Dennis A. Cross FDNY
Milena Aquino brother-in-law of Officer John Mark Cortazzo first responder diagnosed with cancer.
Maria Ryan Baldwin widow of Jonathan S. Ryan, Tower 2
Liam Thomas Greaney RT(R)
James Barbella
Philipp von Preysing resident victim. We supported you and believed your promise.
Frank Zambrano, First responder, diagnosed with a Non Hodgkins Lymphoma cancer.
Thomas Bullard, resident diagnosed with cancer, widower of Susan Smyly resident/ Scleroderma
Kenneth Hughes, son of Timothy Robert Hughes, 1 WTC
Donna Smith-Yule, widow of James Gregory Smith
Susanne Deverson, sister of Salvatore Gitto, Tower 1
William Deverson, brother-in-law of Salvatore Gitto, Tower 1
Christopher Deverson, nephew of Salvatore Gitto, Tower 1
Carol Antoci, worked on Wall Street; saw everything and diagnosed with breast cancer.
Terence McGorty, Survivor, diagnosed with multiple cancers and respiratory disorders
Vincent Calderon 3rd brother of Ed Calderon First Responder Don’t Ignore the Families
Michael Morris FDNY Ret’d
Ben Wainio father of Honor Elizabeth Wainio passenger on United Flight 93
LT Henry Borawski First Responder diagnosed with cancer
Deborah Hagerty Loeffler, sister of Karen Hagerty, worked at AON. Murdered doing her job.
Joseph Lichtenfeld, 9/11 Survivor- South Tower
Belinda Lichtenfeld, Niece and Namesake of Brian Goldberg. I never met my uncle.
Robert T. Folger, son of Jane C. Folger, Flight 93
Curt Harris, American citizen, Democrat.
Felicia Corbett Jones, widow of Joseph A. Corbett, North tower 1
Charles M. Clyne It’s time to stop hiding behind the Saudi’s Robes!
Anne Brewer, Daughter of Carol Demitz, Tower 2
Patrick Stranzl
James Pomposellos
Juan Ramon Martinez, jr. Father of Waleska Martinez, FLT 93
Ilana Eberson, Red Cross Volunteer at St Paul’s Chapel, diagnosed with several medical conditions
Irma Martinez, mother of Waleska Martinez, FLT 93
Juan Martinez brother of Waleska Martinez FLT 93
Patrick Johnston. First responder, diagnosed with cancer.
Lourdes Lebron sister of Waleska Martinez FLT 93
Celeste Victoria, my younger sister. Tower 1.
Timothy York, who’s brother Kevin York was killed in Tower Two.
Jeffrey S. Ellis
Sheila DeBaere, on behalf of Ed Miller who lost his brother Robert Allen Miller in Tower 2 on 9/11
Kristin O'Grady Evans, sister of J. Andrew O'Grady
Craig Brannan firefighter FDNY
Clarence Wilsey. 9/11 responder. Two time cancer survivor.
Alexandra Fallone, Daughter of Deceased Victim, Anthony Fallone
Karen W Perez Sister of Louis C Williams III Tower 2 (My life was changed forever.)
Janice Testa, Sister of FF Henry Miller, Jr.
Cynthia Aki
Mark Anthony Puopolo, son of Sonia Mercedes Morales Puopolo, American Airlines Flight #11.
Sherian Hobbs-Lightfoot
Joseph Costa - NYPD, First Responder, Victim
Sherian Hobbs-Lightfoot, Older sister of Tara Yvette Hobbs Murdered in the South Tower.
Sandra slater
Barbara Scaramuzzino, Mother of FF Nicholas P. Rossomando
Anthony Scaramuzzino, Stepfather of FF Nicholas P. Rossomando
Heather Courtney, The Family of Eugene Clark
Anthony Laieta, Brother of Vincent Laieta, Tower 2
Josephine Laieta, Mother of Vincent Laieta, Tower 2
Julianne Cunningham
Hannah Cunningham
Natalie Cunningham
Joanne Neicho
Madeleine Antoniades
Noah Antiniades
James Hulej
Chris Cirino, First Responder, diagnosed with, COPD, Rads.
Jorge Velázquez Jr son of Jorge Velázquez security guard conducting evacuation on 9/11.
John Navarra volunteer/ construction worker diagnosed with stage 4b tonsil cancer
Barbara la Barca
Daniel Farrell Ironworker First responder surfer with Emphysema and COPD
Rocco Aquilone, First responder
Suffer with from the stuff I was breathing in well at Ground Zero
Scott Holowach
Nicole (Klein) Girouard, Daughter of Julie Lynne Zipper, Tower 2.
Harry Ong Jr. (brother of heroic Betty Ann Ong, F/A AA#11)
Chris Rossomando, brother of Firefighter Nicholas P. Rossomando, Rescue 5, FDNY
Dorothy Ong (sister-in-law of of heroic Betty Ann Ong, F/A AA#11)
Gum Oy Ong (mother of heroic Betty Ann Ong, F/A AA#11)
Serafim G. Arzoumanidis
Chantal Paultre widow of Jacques Paultre who died of cancer, first responders on 911
Jose Arca, First responder, diagnose with cancer
Eddy Nietzschmann, retired FDNY firefighter
Hashim A Henderson
Marcel Birnbaum mother of Joshua Birnbaum
Eileen Butler sister of Thomas M Butler FDNY who perished on 9/11/01
Keith Culley cancer survivor and WTC Victim
Virginia Culley cancer survivor
Amanda Culley daughter of cancer survivor
Shane Culley son of Cancer Survivor
Denis Twomey, nephew of Robert Twomey (victim in tower)
John Pascarella 1st responder
Joseph Calia brother of Dominick Calia lost in Tower 2 on 9/11.
Tom Wainio, brother of Honor Elizabeth Wainio, Flight 93
Matthew Wisniewski-son of Alan L. Wisniewski - killed on 9/11/01 in the South World Trade Center.
Jessica Wisniewski - daughter of Alan Wisniewski- killed on 9/11/01 in the South World Trade Center
Erica Wisniewski- daughter of Alan L. Wisniewski- killed on 9/11/01 in the South World Trade Center
Carmine Feola
Muriel Wisniewski- mother of Alan L. Wisniewski- killed on 9/11/01 in the South World Trade Center
James Seip
Kathy Reed, sister to Donald Burns, FDNY
Stephen Bauer
Patricia Fedorko mother in law of Alan Wisniewski killed 9/11/01 in the South World Trade Center
Randolph Gil
Mike Fedorko-father in law- Alan Wisniewski-killed on 9/11/01- in the South World Trade Center
Missy Sherry Widow of John Anthony Sherry Tower 2
Lew Reed, brother in law of Donald J Burns FDNY.
Robert Cook
Victor and Diane Ugolyn, parents of Tyler Ugolyn
Timothy Moynihan FDNY (Ret)
Daniel F Mundy, First Responder —Diagnosed with cancer .
Michael Feinberg, son of Firefighter Alan Feinberg, killed on 9/11
Sgt. Timothy J Dailey PAPD
Richard W Kalb diagnosed with Cancer
Sam Birnbaum father of Joshua David Birnbaum, Tower 1
Joseph Dorino, responder, diagnosed with cancer
Susan Buhse Whelan, widow of Patrick J Buhse, WTC 1, 105th Floor.
Pietro E Riva I agree that Joe Biden should keep his word and promise to the 9/11 community
Douglas Burrell
Ronald Sierra, Widower of Judith B. Díaz-Sierra, Tower 2
Anne Wodenshek Widow of Christopher Wodenshek. Cantor Fitzgerald
Claire Gerne, mother in law of Christopher W Wodenshek 35 Cantor Fitzgerald
Catherine M. Lafuente, daughter of Juan Mendez Lafuente, North Tower
John P. Charles
Chief Michael O’Connor NYC Transit Police ret.
I James Tolson was welder at the trade site, since then I’ve health issues!
William R Schall. FDNY. first responder
Michael Feinberg, son of Firefighter Alan Feinberg, killed on 9/11
Nanda Beatini, sibling of Paul Frederick Beatini, South Tower
Jaime J. Resker, first responder diagnosed with skin cancer
Peter LaCorte, twin brother of Andrew LaCorte, killed in the North Tower
Paul A. Evans
Regina Zaccoli
Leon T. Simmons
Sandra V Felt, Widow of Edward P Felt, Flight 93
Lori Kane, Widow of Howard Kane, Tower 1, Windows On The World
Rosolino Fanara, First Responder Lung n Brain Cancer
Lookman O Afolayan
Patrick Burns son of Assistant Chief Donald Burns
Megan van Eyk
Elizabeth Ann King, Daughter of First Responder Robert King Jr.
Jeff Gerdes
William Battcock FDNY colon cancer survivor
Pat Inlander
Lou Barbella brother of James w. Barbella
Kevin Mount WTC worker
Sean Elliott, American
Sister of FF Nicholas Rossomando
Fidel T. Oliver, diagnosed with cancer due to my work on 911 and working in ground zero for 10 yrs.
John DiMeglio, Father of 22 year old David DiMeglio, passenger on American Airlines Flight #11
Felicia Corbett Jones, widow of Joseph A. Corbett, North tower 1
Marie DiMeglio, mother of David DiMeglio, passenger on American Airlines Flight #11
Robert J Opalecky, First Responder, Multiple 9/11 related illnesses
Ellen Schlag Hughes sister of Steven Francis Schlag, North Tower. Please help!
Donna Lee Hickey, widow of Captain Brian C Hickey, Rescue 4 FDNY
Patricia Schlag mother of Steven Francis Schlag, North Tower
Lt. Chris Maloney L-35, FDNY 1st Responder, with Cancer!
Robert Mecalianos, First responder, diagnosed with cancer.
Jillian (Birnbaum) Eisman, sister of Joshua Birnbaum, Tower One
Doron K. Henderson, Son of Ronnie Lee Henderson, Tower 2.
Shirley D. Henderson, Widow of Ronnie Lee Henderson, Tower 2’
Joseph R. Vizzini
Hashim A. Henderson, Son of Ronnie Lee Henderson, Tower 2’
Jeanette Legro Sister of Adriana Legro Tower 2
Michael Mancino
Maryclaire Leistman, Widow of David Leistman
Mrs. Carlton Davis widow of Carlton who was diagnosed with numerous cancers.
Albert Cifone, Firsthand witness, survivor
Jamela, Malachi, Malcolm and Malik Davis. Children of the late Carlton Davis
Anthony Mazzullo
Rosalie C. Rossi PhD, 23 Woods Rd #21, Tivoli, NY 12583
Steven O’Brien brother of Scott, murdered in the North Tower
Patricia Kizilay smith
Gary Westwood
Don Aversa 9/11 1st Responder
R.Dolney 2798 FDNY
Paul Bowden
Joe Caggiano, brother to Ginger Risco Wilson
Marianne Twomey, Widow of John Twomey, Brother of Robert Twomey, Tower 1
Patricia Fallone widow of Anthony J Fallone, Cantor Fitzgerald
Dorota E. Zois, widow of Paul (Prokopios) T. Zois
First responder/construction worker who has been diagnosed with cancer
William Bach, FDNY Lt., ret.
Kathleen Jordan-Hart sister to John Patrick Gallagher WTC
Sarah Clark, daughter of Gregory Clark Tower 1
I Joseph Koestner what is a volunteer fireman first responder diagnosed lung cancer
Renee Abbate sister of Michael Tanner Tower 1
Vielka Chambers first responder diagnosed with asthma and pulmonary problems
Ira and Laura Lassman, parents of Nicholas C. Lassman, Tower 1, Cantor Fitzgerald
Ellen D. Lassman, sister of Nicholas C. Lassman
Amy B. Stabile, Daughter of Herman C. Broghammer, Tower 2
A family of FDNY & NYPD first responders.
Lt. Frederick J. ILL -FDNY Rescue Co # 4. Son of Capt Frederick J. ILL FDNY Ladder Co 2 - WTC T-1
Lawrence N. Giugliano widower of Cynthia Giugliano Tower 2
Alicia Colomer- Niece and Goddaughter to Patrick Joseph Buhse, Cantor Fitzgerald
Dale Terry, brother of Lisa Terry. Tower 1
Kathleen Ruggiere DeParis, Sister of Bart J Ruggiere, North Tower
Olga Merino, widow of George Merino, Tower 2.
John Cronin First responder at ground zero for months after tragic incident, away from family.
Tania Merino, daughter of George Merino, Tower 2
Steven Singer first responder
Luis Merino, Father of George Merino, tower 2
William Bresnan, Ladder 15 FDNY diagnosed with carcinoid tumor
Ken Bergin, First responder, cancer survivor and now blood disease victim
Rob McDevitt
Patricia Lee
Patricia Grebe wife of first responder Paul Dentrone
Mauricio Millan father of Sharon Christina Millan Tower 2
Frank Pezzuti, Father of Kaleen Pezzuti, killed in 911 attack on Tower One
Christina Millan Mother if Sharon Christina Millan South Tower
Christopher Walsh diagnosed with 2 cancers
Ronald Torres
Terry Kalb, wife of husband who worked and was told air quality was fine. Then got bladder cancer.
Janyne Vasel sister of Scott Vasel North Tower
Aubrey Parris
Janyne Vasel sister of Scott Vasel North Tower please
Sonia Tito Puopolo, daughter of Sonia Mercedes Morales Puopolo, flight 11
Michael j Murphy brother of Kevin James Murphy tower 1
Sondra Giaccone Widow of Joseph Giaccone the kindest person ever who happened to work at Cantor
Joseph Fonseca/ volunteer first responder
Gerry Maloney, worked in the World Financial Center and diagnosed with Prostate Cancer.
Dennis Postel, skin cancer from the twin towers
William G. Dietrich
Marie DiMeglio, mother of David DiMeglio, passenger on American Airlines Flight #11
Sarah E. Dietrich
David Ziminski husband of Ivelin Ziminski murdered WTC Tower 1 Sept. 11 2001
Ivan Rodriguez parent of Ivelin Ziminski murdered WTC Tower 1
Celina Rodriguez parent of Ivelin Ziminski murdered WTC Tower 1
Trish McCauley
Jante Rodriguez sister of Ivelin Ziminski murdered WTC Tower 1
Henry & Ruth Ziminski
Douglas Ziminski
Carolyn & Greg Perrone
Christine & Mike Sullivan
Kathryn Mahon
Nancy Carroll, widow of Firefighter Michael T. Carroll, FDNY
Grace Fox, mother-in-law of FF Michael T. Carroll, FDNY
Olivia L. Carroll, daughter of FF Michael T. Carroll, FDNY
Barbara Atwood, Widowed Wife of Gerald T. Atwood, Firefighter murdered on September 11, 2001
Phililp Fox brother-in-law to FF. Michael T. Carroll, FDNY
Carla Fox, sister-in-law to FF Michael T Carroll< FDNY
Marty McGinley, brother of Daniel F. McGinley, murdered on 9/11 by KSA funded terrorists.
John Terry, Surviving family of Lisa Terry
Jamie Montanaro, sister of Kristen Montanaro
Vince Twomey, nephew of victim of 9:11
Beth Rasweiler Griffin, sister of RMark Rasweiler died in the Towers
Dennis Fitzpatrick
Brian Dolan, brother of Brendan Dolan, Tower 2
Colette Lafuente, widow of Juan Mendez Lafuente
Anne Brewer, Daughter of Carol Demitz, Tower 2
Helene Gnazzo widow of John T Gnazzo WTC Tower 1
John Gnazzo son of John T Gnazzo WTC Tower 1
Natalia Yolanda Bianco, cancer victim living & working within WTC Ground Zero Zone
Jule Gnazzo daughter of John T Gnazzo WTC Tower 1
James Cahill, Father of Scott W. Cahill, North Tower, Cantor Fitzgerald
Karen Montanaro twin sister of Kristen Montanaro
Mary Jane Morell Haggerty (sister of George Morell north tower) murdered on 9/11
Kevin Cunnane FDNY ret.
Kenneth Lane, spouse of Natalia Yolanda Bianco, cancer victim living & working in Ground Zero Zone
Jonathan Lane, son of Natalia Yolanda Bianco, cancer victim living & working in WTC Ground Zero Zone
Mary Jane Haggerty sister of George Morell do not use 9/11 for political gain. Release papers!
Theresa Vesnesky, sister of Mary Ellen Tiesi WTC-2 and survivor
Alicia Cohen, daughter of Patricia Cushing, and niece of Jane Folger, who were on Flight 93
Sandy Balbin, First Responder
Sofie (DeFeo) Cirinelli
David Moore, First Responder diagnosed with Sarcoidosis Lung Disease
Fred Altano FDNY first responder
Retired Sgt. Robert Gray #3064 NYPD. First responder suffering numerous 9-11 ailments.
Vladimira Gueren, Widow of Richard A. Gueren
Edmund D Singer, Survivor tower one
Yvonne C Sisolak
Rita Shea - sister of George Morell
Thomas Annesi, First Responder
Steven Grillo brother of Joseph Grillo die in tower one, please give closure to the family to 911.
Linda Hinger, worker 130 Liberty St, cancer patient
Roberta J Levine
Joseph Grillo father of Joseph F Grillo die in tower 1, please give the family's closure.
Annie P Shaw
Stephanie Kain
James Mills First Responder
Lisa B. Crawford, widow of James L. Crawford, Jr.
Isabelle L. Crawford, unborn daughter of James L. Crawford Jr.
Ann & Cameron MacRae, Parents of Catherine Fairfax MacRae
Joseph Calvanese Ret. FDNY 9/11 1st responder
Ricardo Cortes Rodriguez
Susan Wohlforth, Widow of Martin Phillips Wohlforth, Tower 2
Regina Passananti, daughter-in-law of Horace Passananti, North Tower 100th Floor
Rodney Callum
Hector Martinez Diagnostic with cancer
Lori-Jean Murphy, sister of Patrick Sean Murphy, Tower One
Thomas M. McGinley brother of Daniel F McGinley, who was killed in the south tower on 9-11-01
Patricia McCann niece of Robert Twomey windows of the world
Claudia Barrancos
Ellen Shea widow of Daniel James Shea
Blanca Espinal
Abel Garcia
Angela Gitto widow of Salvatore Gitto, murdered in tower 1
Joseph M Handley Volunteer Ironworker rescue & recovery. Permanently disabled w 9/11 related illness
Brian D. Cross son of FDNY Chief Dennis A. Cross killed on 9/11
Heidi Bauer-Pollard sister of W David Bauer Tower 1
Marilyn Velazquez daughter of Jorge Velazquez Tower 2
Consuelo Velazquez, widow of Jorge Velazquez, Tower 2
Kevin Walsh
Rose Keller, Widow of Joseph John Keller
Joseph Daniel Keller, Son of Joseph John Keller
Sydnie Rose Keller, Daughter of Joseph John Keller
Meryl Mayo, widow of Robert J. Mayo, Fire Safety Director, senselessly murdered on 9/11.
Garry Clark Sr. Brother of Eugene Clark of tower 2, I pray our leader will do the right thing.
Joseph Walter
Carlos Santos, son of Carmen Milagros Rodriguez.
Timothy McErlean, son of John McErlean
Thomas N. Klein, first responder diagnosed with cancer. NYPD.
Garrett A. Clayton - for Donna M. Giordano who passed in the South Tower
Dawn Bryfogle, widow of Mark L Bruce, who died in the N Tower
Marie Benedetti, diagnosed with COPD, GERD and Rhinitis
Anthony Perez, son of Anthony Perez, North Tower
Kevin Connors-worked in WTC 2 nodes on my lungs, scaring on my lungs, 8mm node on my kidneys etc…
Evelyn M. Sanchez, sister of Ana Sanchez, who worked 2 blocks from ground zero, diagnosed w cancer.
Patricia Warner-Proctor, widow of Brian G. Warner, Tower 1
William Paul cancer survivor
Linda Dickinson-Pancila, widow of Lawrence Patrick Dickinson WTC Windows on the World
Michael Guido
Denise Guido
Maureen Trant, sister of Daniel Trant who was murdered in Tower 1 on 9/11/01
Dyan Zinzi widow of Michael J Zinzi
Andrew LeVeen son of Jeffrey E. LeVeen Sr.
Doreen Plimitallo, wife of deceased victim Joseph Plumitallo
Sophie Pelletier-Martinelli, Widow of Mike Pelletier, Tower 1
F.F. John P. Sullivan (ret.)
Lisa A. Wylie, daughter of fallen hero, BC Dennis A. Cross FDNY
Kelly Noonan, brother of Robert W. Noonan WTC North Tower.
Lewis Christie 9/11 Survivor
Frank Barbella brother of James Barbella, Port Authority employee who died
Cristina Huie diagnosed with rare form of cancer that has no cure.
James Mager first responder and diagnosed with a 911 related cancer
José I Hernández
Annalisa Genco, Daughter of Peter V. Genco Jr. Tower 1
Dean M Zinzi son of Michael J Zinzi, North Tower
Albert chambers
Judith Reo mother of John Armand Reo killed in North Tower on 9/11/2001
Cathy Carilli Sinton widow of Tommy Sinton Tower One
Christopher T Contaldi NYC Firefighter disabled with 9/11 illnesses
William V. DeMorris, III Cancer Survivor
James P. Minardi
Clyde D Bohanna, First responder, diagnosed with Cancer, and lost a major organ.
Lori (Morgenstern) Shapiro, sister of Nancy Morgenstern (Tower 1)
Avi Shapiro, brother in law of Nancy Morgenstern (Tower 1)
Daniel G. Kennedy, Tower 2 survivor (1993 & 9/11), diagnosed with cancer.
Karen Huber, First Responded, diagnosed with Asthma, GERD, Rhinitis/Sinusitis
Robert Foulkes, FDNY WTC first responder diagnosed with multiple illness
Craig Groth, First Responder
James Fox; NYPD Rescue and Recovery; Bladder, Lung and Skin Cancer.
FF Robert Sgro, responder to the WTC and afterwards until injuries and health issues
Lori Davies, sister of Joseph Zaccoli, Cantor Fitzgerald employee
Sister of FF Nicholas Rossomando
Ellen Shea widow of Daniel James Shea
Ron Nafey
Kylie Adams-Floyd, sister of Shannon Adams 101st floor Cantor Fitzgerald
Pegeen Cushing Daughter of Patricia Cushing, Niece of Jane Folger, UA Flight 93
Mary Ann Sweeney, mother of FF Brian E. Sweeney, South Tower
Shirley A Felt, Mother of Edward P. Felt, flight 93
Charles Demitz, brother of Carol Keyes Demitz, who died in South Tower, WTC
Capt. Michael Sorrentino FDNY ret.
Maria Sorrentino nurse practionner
Michael Sorrentino
Jean Winter widow of NYPD Inspector Richard Winter. Richard died of a rare cancer from Ground Zero
James H. Knight Jr.
Gail Kirrstetter, wife of Richard Kirrstetter, First Responder, Retired FDNY, diagnosed with cancer
Richard Kirrstetter, First Responder, Retired FDNY, diagnosed with cancer
Shielah Bowden, mother of Thomas Bowden, Tower 1
Thomas Bowden Sr, Father of Thomas Bowden Jr, Tower 1
Keena York, sister-in-law to Kevin York, Tower 2
Timothy York, brother of Kevin York, Tower 2
Ingrid Lenihan, widow of Joseph A. Lenihan, 98th floor, South Tower
Annette Mair, sister of Linda Mair Grayling, assassinated in the 9/11 terrorist attack.
George MacFarlane
Nancy Burke Salter, sister of Tom Burke, Tower 1
John M Lombardo, First Responder
Brian Holland, Brother of Joseph F. Holland, III
Haley Wodenshek, daughter of Christopher Wodenshek
Nissa Youngren, daughter of Robert LeBlanc, United flight 75
Joseph Mckay FDNY
Frank Barbella brother of James Barbella, Port Authority employee who died
Julie Anna Freund, daughter of Lt. Peter L. Freund FDNY Engine 55
Patricia M. Sindoni
Thomas Annesi, First Responder
Renee Abbate sister of Michael Tanner Tower 1
Glenn Lafrate first responder.
Andrea Katsanakos-Paramedic, diagnosed with thyroid cancer.
Raymond Eckert, brother-in-law of Sean Paul Rooney
John York, father of Kevin York who died that day on September 11th
Jamie Montanaro, sister of Kristen Montanaro
David L Beamer, father of Todd Beamer, "Let's Roll", Flight 93
Laura Andrucki Izzo
Bettina Palazzo-Grunke sister of Thomas Palazzo and dear friend George Morell both worked at Cantor
Ray Yerg
Susan Yerg
Amanda Yerg
RoseAnne Reilly wife of fireman, first responder with diagnosed chronic lung disease caused by 911
Linda Steinman step mother of Alexander Steinman. Tell us the truth NOW. We have waited too long.
ToniAnn Carroll, Widow of F.F. Peter J. Carroll, South Tower. U are not welcome.
Charles Larocchia, First Responder on 9/11/2001
Edward Sita, diagnosed with cancer
Todd DeVito, Son of Jerry DeVito, Tower 1
John Schulte diagnosed with cancer and other illnesses
Rachel R Harrell, Widow of Lt Harvey L Harrell FDNY Rescue 5
Alicia Colomer- Niece and Goddaughter to Patrick Joseph Buhse, Cantor Fitzgerald
Donna Lee Hickey wife of Captain Brian C Hickey, FDNY, RESCUE 4
Jan O'Dell, lifelong injuries resulting from multiple skull fractures after hit by falling debris
Retired NYPD Sergeant, and sick first responder, Sandra L. Morse
Michele Naumann Carlstrom, Red Cross volunteer, diagnosed with cancer
Veronica Klares, widow of Richard J. Klares
Patti Quigley, widow of Patrick J Quigley IV, United 175
Gerard Kehm, cancer survivor
Tanya M first responder diagnosed w/cancer
Daniel S. Tanaka, responder diagnosed with multiple serious conditions
Patricia Simon sister of Michael John Simon Who worked at Cantor Fitzgerald.
Maria Begeleus, survivor, diagnosed with multiple medical problems
Phyllis Kelly, sister of Salvatore Zisa, Tower 1
Tony Migliore, first responder diagnosed with asthma, reflux, and PTSD
Shaya Preiserowicz, downtown worker, diagnosed with cancer
Emeric Twomey
Dana DeNiro, step-daughter to FF Peter J. Carroll, Squad 1 Brooklyn NY. Do NOT come to ground zero!
Lieutenant G, FDNY
Abbe Goidel First Responder
Suri Morgenstern, Mother of Nancy Morgenstern, Tower One
Patricia M. Sindoni
Harvey Morgenstern, father of Nancy Morgenstern, Tower One
Jeffrey, and Howard Morgenstern, brothers of Nancy Morgenstern, Tower One
Cindy and Lori, sisters of Nancy Morgenstern, Tower One
Alan Glibbery First Responder diagnosed with Asthma/ Rads, Gerd, lung nodules, Sleep Apnea,
Savita Thackurdeen niece of Goumatie Thackurdeen
David Cano, First responder
Jennifer Terhune
Robert R Evans, Brother in Law of James Andrew O Grady, Sandler O Neil deceased in Tower 2
Robert Andrew Evans, Nephew of James Andrew O Grady, from Sandler O Neil, died in Tower 2
Lori Mascali, widow of FF Joseph A. Mascali, FDNY Rescue 5.
Boris Khaimov
Tanya K. Davis, Daughter of Mannie L. Clark, WTC North Tower
Thomas Bender rescue recovery worker
Kerri Kiefer-Viverito
Jean Winter widow of NYPD Inspector Richard Winter. Richard died of a rare cancer from Ground Zero
Michael Angelini son of Joseph J Angelini FDNY and Brother of Joseph J Angelini FDNY LODD 9/11/01
Sophia Villa
Detective Philip Grimaldi NYPD (retired-disabled) 911 related illnesses.
Jean Winter widow of NYPD Inspector Richard Winter. Richard died of a rare cancer from Ground Zero
James Twomey, JR nephew of Robert E Twomey
Ursula Broghammer, Widow of Herman Charles Broghammer, Tower 2
Linda M. Cicale-Calia sister in law of Dominick E. Calia who died in WTC 1 on September 11, 2001
Richard J. Calia nephew of Dominick E. Calia who died in WTC 1 on September 11, 2001
John S. Calia nephew of Dominick E. Calia who died in WTC 1 on September 11, 2001
Michael J. Calia nephew of Dominick E. Calia who died in WTC 1 on September 11, 2001
Courtney C Forbes utility worker (lung disease)
Lisa Rand, sister of murdered FF Adam Rand, Squad 288, FDNY
Bruce Kessler, Sergeant, NYPD, diagnosed with sarcoidosis of the lung from recovery work at the WTC
Jeanne Mcalary widow of James Mcalary jr tower one
Danielle Calvano, PA-C, First responder, diagnosed with cancer
Peter J. Grzywacz
Edward Radburn widower Bettina Brown Radburn Tower 2
Liam Radburn son of Bettina Brown Radburn victim tower 2
Eamonn Radburn son Bettina brown Radburn victim tower 2
Phyllis Radburn mother in law Bettina Brown Radburn victim Tower 2
Elaine Radburn sister in law Bettina Browne Radburn victim tower 2
June Warfield sister in law Bettina Browne Radburn victim tower 2
Brian Warfield brother in law Bettina Browne Radburn victim tower 2
Maggie Radburn granddaughter Bettina Browne Radburn victim tower 2
Deidre Radburn granddaughter Bettina Brown Radburn victim tower 2
Emily Radburn granddaughter Bettina Browne Radburn victim tower two
Tim Lang brother of Rosanne Lang and uncle to Brendan murdered by terrorists in the WTC
Kelly Radburn daughter in law Bettina Brown Radburn victim tower 2
Christal Radburn daughter in law Bettina Browne Radburn victim tower two
Siobhan Warfield niece Bettina Browne Radburn victim tower two
Kieran Warfield nephew Bettina Browne Radburn victim tower two
Rory Warfield nephew Bettina Browne Radburn victim tower two
Patrick Murphy nephew Bettina Browne Radburn victim tower two
Liam Radburn jr grandson of Bettina Browne Radburn victim tower two
Erin Radburn granddaughter Bettina Browne Radburn victim tower two
Fionn Murphy nephew of Bettina Browne Radburn victim tower two
Laragh Lever niece Bettina Browne Radburn victim tower two
Ian Murphy - Brother in law Bettina Browne Radburn victim tower two
P.O. Glenn Radalinsky retired N.C.P.D.
Kathleen Fallon, daughter of William Lawrence Fallon Jr.

Jacob Steingart, Tower 1

Jasmine Victoria, Daughter of Celeste Torres-Victoria, North Tower

Daniel J Mckay FDNY WTC cancer survivor

NYPD Sgt. Vincent DelPrete First responder WTC 9/11/01

Margaret Iskyan, Widow of John F Iskyan, north tower

Tim Lang brother of Rosanne Lang and uncle to Brendan murdered by terrorists in the WTC

Jerome Smith, son of CeeCee Ross Lyles. Flight attendant on Flight 93.

Kevin Pettee, USNavy veteran

Sean L Cunningham, brother of Michael Joseph Cunningham, Tower 2.

Michael Stern

Michael Marten - NYPD first responder

Margaret Ann Johnson, Mother of Scott Michael Johnson, World Trade Center

Earle Pitt brother in law to John Iskyan

Robert Powell, present in ground zero on day of attack. Diagnosed with bladder cancer and melanoma

Martin R. Rambousek

Rebecca T Wynne, sister of Richard M Blood Jr, South Tower WTC

Charles Piotrowski FDNY injured

David Cano, First responder

Linda J Brewer

Michael G Brewer

James Scibelli

James W. O'Grady, Father of James Andrew O'Grady, Tower 2

Louise Atsaves, Widow of George Atsaves, Ground Zero First Responder

Eliot Parisi

Joseph & Marie Lucania mother & father of Charles Lucania.

Stephanie Minardi, Widow of William G. Minardi, Tower 1

Anne Higgins sister in law to William G. Minardi

James Lang brother of Rosanne Lang and uncle of Brendan Lang. Both murdered on 9/11 by Saudi gov

Jon G Brock lung cancer victim
Debra Menich widow of Kevin M McCarthy WTC1 104 floor
Phyllis Ferro, a survivor of that horrific event
Michele Bedigian, widow of FF Carl Bedigian, Tower 2
Denice Baghai widow of Philip Baghai
Liza Sloan LaBarbera
Darcelle Bowling, Widow of Wallace Bowling, diagnosed with cancer
Steven J. Achtner
Frank Quinn
Dean Torres brother of Celeste Torres Victoria, Tower 1 and a First responder.
Thomas Morgan retired FDNY
Natalie Villa
Kevin Maynard Twin brother of Firefighter Keithroy Maynard
Kyle J Eagleson
Barbara Palazzo sister of Thomas palazzo worked at cantor Fitzgerald. Father, husband, brother, son
Stuart L. Sumner, Cancer Survivor
Timothy Donnery Volunteer at the WTC
Amanda Yerg
Greg Manning FDNY
Lucia Aurello-Beauchamp, daughter of recovery worker killed by 9-11 related cancer
Patricia McGinnis-Daly
Andrew Newman former NYPD first responder diagnosed with 911 cancer
Mary Reed wife of sick first responder
Jack Murphy
Kimberly Newman daughter of sick first responder
Noelle Newman daughter of sick first responder
John A. Candela, son of John Anthony Candela, North Tower
Elaine Barrett, diagnosed with upper respiratory problems and lost my sister
Domenick D'Ambola, father of Donna Marie Giordano never found on 9/11/01
Frank Iovino, survivor and friend of Elaine Barrett survivor with respiratory problems
Miriam M. Biegeleisen
Frank Fiscello, partner of Elaine Barrett with medical issues from 9/11/01
Susan D'Ambola Giglio, cousin of Elaine Barrett, Survivor and Donna Marie Giordano who perished
Sue Iacullo D'Ambola, cousin of Donna Marie Giordano who died on 9/11/01
Lori Fuzia, longtime friend of Elaine Barrett diagnosed with respiratory problems
Maria Rose Marasciulo sister of Michael Anthony Tanner who perished in Tower 1
Bart Marasciulo brother in law to Michael Anthony Tanner who perished in Tower 1
Mary Vandevander, Daughter of Jon C Vandevander, North Tower
Mark Beatini brother of Paul Beatini South Tower lost forever
Vincent Concannon FDNY diagnosed with Cancer.
Diane Beatini, Sister in Law of Paul F. Beatini, South Tower
Michael Testa Brother of FF Henry Miller, Jr.
Joseph Berardi, First Responder, Diagnosed with Cancer
Rob Reese in honor of Donna Giordano.
Giulia Reese in honor of Donna Giordano.
Robert Portano, first responder, diagnosed with stage 4 cancer
Cliff Pase retired Rescue Co.2 Please give us what we need!!!! Keep your word
William McCarthy father of michael Desmond McCarthy killed at age 33 working for Carr futures.
Roman Cherny responder, diagnosed with cancer
Doug Voigt Jr
The Mayers
Kevin McCarroll Lieutenant FDNY diagnosed with multiple cancers related to 9/11
Scott Jones, brother of Arthur Jones, who was murdered on September 11, 2001.
Ted Marino, first responder, diagnosed with cancer.
Richard Kincaide, Uncle of Mark Bruce, Tower 2
Rita Kincaide, Aunt of Mark Bruce, Tower 2
Brian O’Connor, FDNY Captain, diagnosed with cancer, asthma and sinusitis
Gianna Cortazzo, Daughter of PAPD John Mark Cortazzo, who passed away from 9/11 cancer
Anthony Cortazzo, Son of PAPD John Mark Cortazzo, who passed away from 9/11 cancer
Patrizia Cortazzo, Widow of PAPD John Mark Cortazzo, who passed away from 9/11 cancer
Richard Thomas Holt - multiple respiratory conditions resulting from 911 attacks
As a Survivor of 9/11, ALL we want is acknowledgement. Even if will not be in our lifetime
Patricia A Madamas, sister of Daniel P Trant, Cantor Fitzgerald, Tower1
Jose Maldonado
Carlos Bonilla NYPD (Retired).
Dan Burke
Joseph Gileza, MTA, diagnosed with Cancer
Julie Magliulo, sister of Michael DiAgostino
Clara DiAgostino, Mom of Michael DiAgostino, North Tower
Carlo DiAgostino, Father of Michael DiAgostino, North Tower
Joseph Jackson, NYPD First responder
Joseph Mckay FDNY
Margaret Brown, Sister of FF KEVIN J. SMITH, murdered in the North Tower on 911!
Anne Sorge sister of John P Gallagher North Tower
Paul Cunningham, brother of Michael Cunningham, South Tower, 84th Floor. 11 days a father.
Gregory Alan Hohmann, Son of Fallen FDNY Firefighter, Jonathan R. Hohmann
Roberto Alvarado
Leonard Scafidi
Donna Caballero sister to Rosanne P Lang, Aunt to Brendan M Lang killed on 9/11
Paul Iskyan, Brother of John F. Iskyan murdered on 9/11/2001
Jed Glick
Joseph O’Keefe, widower of Lesley Thomas
Mary Mercado, mother of Steve John Maercado, firefighter, husband, and father of two young boys
William E. Buhse, brother to Patrick Joseph Buhse
Digna Hernandez
Elizabeth Egan, Mother of Lisa Erin Egan, & Samantha Martin Egan. North Tower, 103rd floor.
John Brennan, brother of Thomas Brennan, Tower 2
James and Sara O’Grady parents of james Andrew
Jennifer Tarantino, Widow of Kenneth Joseph Tarantino, WTC Tower 1, Cantor Fitzgerald
Sergeant Craig S. Meissner(Retired), 911-related COPD/Asthma, Gerd and Chronic Sinusitis.
Adam Brewer
Alexandra M Sinton, daughter of Thomas E Sinton III
Linda Hinger, worker 130 Liberty St, cancer patient
Mary Chris Brady Zaremba
Moshe and Malka Melamed, children of Abraham Ilowitz, perished on the 86 floor North Tower 9.11.01
Patricia Parvis, Wife of worker diagnosed with three different cancers
Maggie Ciafardini, mother of Christopher Ciafardini, Tower 1
John Kirkland, Stepfather of Christopher Ciafardini, Tower 1
Dana McGowan Noonan
Charles Angus Noonan
Penelope Daly Bell
Kendall Johnson
Susan Mc Gowan Johnson
Scott McGowan
Julie Zhuo McGowan
Dr. Peter Bell
Sloane Johnson
Schuyler Johnson
Bowen Johnson
Sanjuana Chavez
Roberto Chavez
Dana McGowan Noonan Widow of Robert Noonan WTC North Tower
Charles Angus Noonan Son of Robert Noonan WTC North tower
St. Elmo George
Frank Reda father of Gregory Reda lost in the North Tower Trade Center collapse.
Kenneth Schielke sr. father of Sean Schielke Cantor Fitzgerald north tower
Bernice Barletta. Sister of James Trentini and sister-in-law to Mary Trentini. On flight 11
Alicia Colomer- Niece and Goddaughter to Patrick Joseph Buhse, Cantor Fitzgerald
Patricia Schielke mother of Sean Schielke Cantor Fitzgerald north tower
Kenneth Schielke jr. brother of Sean Schielke Cantor Fitzgerald north tower
Jeff Kincaide, Cousin of Mark Bruce, Tower 2
Brandon Schielke twin brother of Sean Schielke Cantor Fitzgerald north tower
Fire Department of New York City member diagnosed with several injuries and permanent conditions
Megan Ryan, daughter of Ed Ryan, Tower 2
S McGowan
Michael J Deloughery Widower of Colleen A. Deloughery WTC
Christina Bruehert, Daughter of Richard Bruehert, Tower 1
Ron Svensson - American by choice
Penelope K. Bell, grandmother of Charles Noonan who lost his father Robert in the North Tower
Susie Johnson sister in law of Robert Noonan
Debra Menich widow of Kevin M McCarthy WTC1 104 floor
Francis J. Carney, Firefighter FDNY Lung Damage & COPD
FDNY Thomas Brown diagnosed with cancer
Patricia Theurkauf, Sister to Thomas F. Theurkauf deceased in Towers
Catherine Kross, sister of FF Kevin J. Smith, who gave his life to save others at the WTC
Jason Klein, son of Julie L Zipper, Tower 2
Douglas Yano, first responder Engine co. 42 permanently disabled
Henry E. Bustillo (Brother)
Patrick Farrell, Son of John W. Farrell, South Tower
William Gravina--First Responder
Jennifer Brennan Waterhouse, widow of Thomas Brennan, Tower 2
Barbara Scaramuzzino, Mother of FF Nicholas P. Rossomando
Clifford Jagodzinski downtown employee and 2 times cancer survivor
Joseph Adamo, diagnosed with cancer,
Alexandra Giaccone, Daughter of Joseph Giaccone, Tower 1
FDNY Lieutenant Anthony Mussorfiti diagnosed with several WTC lung issues.
Andy Dinnoo, Widower of Rena Sam Dinnoo, Tower 1
Daniel S. Tanaka, responder diagnosed with multiple serious conditions
Barbara O’Shea Lynch, Widow of Robert W. O’Shea
Michele Jones widow of Donald Thomas Jones who was murdered on 9/11 North Tower
Dominic J. Puopolo, Sr. Surviving husband of Sonia Puopolo
Victor Lee Jacobsen
Susan Smith Hicks, sister of Danny Smith, Tower 2
Kathy Nerney widow of Lt. Kevin Nerney FDNY died from a GBM Brain Tumor who was down at Ground Zero.
Johanna Brager, FDNY EMT Retired, Diagnosed with cancer
Richard Farrell
Kay D Peña - Aunt of Mark J Bruce, perished in the South Tower
Chuck Downey
Melissa Downey
Olivia Downey
Emma Downey
Daniel G. Kennedy, Tower 2 survivor (1993 & 9/11), diagnosed with cancer.
Lisa Scalza, NYPD first responder, NY needs justice!
Robert P. Callanan son of Richard P Gabriel who was on American Airlines Flight 77 - Pentagon
Dianne Crowe
Larry Crowe
Mary Crowe
Tina Labozzetta
Stephen C Mumby
Cynthia Lewis sister of Sherry Bordeaux tower 2
Patricia Hanglow Stines widow of retired FF James H Stines Eng 35 died of 9/11 cancer
Daniel P Floyd
Kurt W. Foster widower of Claudia A. Foster
Sheila Inserra Sister of Daniel P. Trant Tower 1
Pat DiMeglio, Mother of David DiMeglio, Flight 11
Joyce Quinn daughter of BC Matthew L Ryan
Robert Smith
John J Hanglow
Pegeen Cushing Daughter of Patricia Cushing, Niece of Jane Folger, UA Flight 93
Joseph Montalto first responder diagnosed with cancer
James J. Urkonis first responder
Owen Spielman family friend of William Fallon Jr.
Michael Saccomanno First Responder
Daniel Maher 1st Responder 911
Madeleine Zuccala, Widow of Joseph J. Zuccala, Tower 2
Al Odea First responder
Edward Gonzalez, First responder, COPD AND PTSD